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Description of Submitting Entity
This section provides identifying information for RGRTA, as required in Subpart F, §37.139 (a).
Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation Authority (“RGRTA” or “the Authority”)
1372 East Main Street Rochester NY 14609
Bill Carpenter, Chief Executive Officer | Miguel Velazquez, Chief Operating Officer
(585) 654-0200 | https://www.myrts.com/Contact-Us
RGRTA provides public bus transportation in Genesee, Livingston, Monroe, Ontario, Orleans, Seneca, Wayne, and
Wyoming Counties. In Monroe County, RGRTA provides fixed route service and complementary paratransit
service.
RGRTA Mission Statement: We are our community’s provider and partner for safe, reliable, and convenient public
transportation that people can build their lives around.
RGRTA Vision: The preferred Transportation choice.
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Introduction
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA) prohibits discrimination against individuals with
disabilities with regard to their access to public transportation.
RGRTA provides fixed route bus service through RTS. For people whose disabilities prevent them from
using RTS all or some of the time, RGRTA provides complementary paratransit service through RTS
Access.
Federal regulations require that 1) RTS service is accessible to people with disabilities, and 2) the RTS
Access service is comparable to RTS. RGRTA must ensure that the level of service for paratransit-eligible
people who ride RTS Access is comparable to the level of service for people without disabilities who ride
RTS.
Purpose of a Paratransit Plan

In 1991, the Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) issued criteria for paratransit service in “Title 49 –
Transportation, Subtitle A – Office of the Secretary of Transportation, Part 37 – Transportation Services
for Individuals with Disabilities, Subpart F – Paratransit as a Complement to Fixed Route Service”
(“Subpart F”). Subpart F sets forth the general requirement for RGRTA to develop a Paratransit Plan, to
submit the Plan to the Federal Transportation Administration (FTA), and to perform updates annually.
RGRTA uses the RGRTA ADA Paratransit Plan (“Plan”) as a tool to compare the service components of RTS
and RTS Access and ensure compliance with Subpart F. This Plan will use the term “customer” to refer to
any individual certified as ADA-paratransit eligible through the RTS Access eligibility certification
process.
In 1996, the Department of Transportation (DOT) amended the regulations to eliminate the requirement
to update a paratransit plan annually. As a recipient of federal funding, RGRTA is still required to certify
to the FTA annually that it has met and continues to meet the requirements under Subpart F.
RGRTA performs this certification in the annual FTA Fiscal Year Certifications and Assurances. SEE
EXHIBIT #12: CERTIFICATIONS AND ASSURANCES.
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Section 1: Description of RGRTA’s Fixed Route System and Paratransit Services
This section provides an overview of the RGRTA business structure and describes the types of service, the
fare structure, and the days/hours of service for RTS and RTS Access. This section closes with an
overview of the upcoming system redesign study, which will have future implications to fixed route and
paratransit service.
1.1. Business Structure Overview

The Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation Authority (“RGRTA” or “the Authority”) is a public
authority created under New York State Law. Created in 1969 by an act of the State Legislature, the
Authority is charged with the continuance, further development, and improvement of public
transportation and other related services within the Genesee/Finger Lakes region. RGRTA is
comprised of eleven separately incorporated business units. However, only one—the Regional
Transit Service (“RTS”) in Monroe County—provides fixed route service. RTS Access provides
complementary paratransit service in Monroe County. Other transit business units (“subsidiaries”)
provide demand response (“Dial-A-Ride”) service and route deviated service.

Figure (1.i.) — RGRTA System Map – All Regions.
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1. Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation Authority (RGRTA)
The Public Authority responsible for overseeing the daily operation of the subsidiaries.

2. Regional Transit Service, Inc. (RTS)
Provides fixed route service in Monroe County.

3. RTS Access (Lift Line, Inc.)
Provides complementary paratransit service in the RTS service area in Monroe County.

4. The following subsidiaries provide demand response and countywide route deviation service in their
respective counties:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

RTS Genesee (Batavia Bus Service, Inc.)
RTS Livingston (Livingston Area Transportation Service, Inc.)
RTS Ontario (County Area Transit Service, Inc.)
RTS Orleans (Orleans Transit Service, Inc.)
RTS Seneca (Seneca Transit Service, Inc.)
RTS Wayne (Wayne Area Transportation Service, Inc.)
RTS Wyoming (Wyoming Transit Service, Inc.)

5. Genesee Transportation Council Staff, Inc. (GTCS)

Figure (1.ii.) — Monroe County, RTS Fixed Routes and RTS Access ADA Complementary Paratransit
The City of Rochester is the region’s economic and cultural center. Most current and potential riders live
and work in Monroe County and the City of Rochester. Approximately 63% of the population in the
Authority’s service area lives in Monroe County, and this percentage is expected to hold steady over time.
The region will see approximately 2% population growth with a demographic shift to an older population.
The percentage of adults aged 65+ could increase as much as 40% in the coming decades. See the 2016
and 2011 Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Transportation Plans from the Genesee
Transportation Council. This Plan will compare RTS fixed route service and RTS Access complementary
paratransit service.
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1.2. Description of RTS Fixed Route Service

This subsection describes the fixed route system as required in Subpart F, §37.139 (b).
The RTS campus is located at 1372 East Main Street,
Rochester NY 14609 (Monroe County). The campus facilities
house the RTS staff, maintain the RTS fleet, and function as
RGRTA headquarters. The RTS Transit Center is located at 60
St. Paul Street, Rochester, NY 14604 (Monroe County) and
serves RTS buses. All downtown fixed RTS routes begin or end
at the RTS Transit Center, which allows the same RTS bus
and/or Bus Operator to serve more than one fixed route
(interlining).The concentration of transit service occurs
within the Rochester City limits. SEE EXHIBIT #1: RTS
SYSTEM MAP AND SCHEDULES.

All service will be monitored at a route level for ridership, on
time performance, cost recovery, pass-ups, and maximum
load. If any route does not meet standards for the particular
service type, the schedule will be adjusted to improve that
measure, the route may be reworked, or as a last resort, the
route may be eliminated. The service types are Urban All Day,
Express Transfer, ROC-it, Urban Supplemental, and Suburban.

RGRTA 2017-20 Comprehensive Strategic Plan

Urban All Day Routes

The Urban All Day route network operates radially between the RTS Transit Center and one or
more peripheral endpoints located in the City or in adjacent suburban towns having urban density
characteristics (greater than 3,600 persons per square mile). Urban All Day routes are
characteristically full-service routes. They operate at high frequencies, generally provide all-day
service, and operate on weekends. An urban route does not operate in express mode.
Express Transfer Service Routes

Express Transfer Service Routes are regularly scheduled urban routes that are available to the
public but are designed or modified to accommodate the needs of school students and personnel.
ROC-it Routes (Limited Stop Service)

Limited Stop Service routes overlay along existing Urban All Day Routes that connect the RTS
Transit Center to high ridership locations. ROC-it Routes differ from the Urban All Day system in
frequency, temporal coverage, line speed, and type of ridership by serving a limited subset of stops
along the same corridor as an existing Urban All Day Route.
Urban Supplemental

The Urban Supplemental route network operates radially between the RTS Transit Center and one
or more peripheral endpoints located in the City or in adjacent suburban towns having urban
density characteristics (greater than 3,600 persons per square mile). Urban Supplemental routes
differ from the Urban All Day system in frequency, temporal coverage, line speed, and type of
ridership. Urban Supplemental routes may operate in express mode and during non-peak hours.
The purpose of this service is to provide coverage to supplement the Urban All Day fixed routes.
Suburban Routes

The suburban route system has a similar orientation as the urban system. Routes are radial in
structure and provide local service to portions of the community exhibiting non-Urban density
characteristics (less than 3,600 persons per square mile). Suburban routes differ from the urban
system in frequency, temporal coverage, line speed, and type of ridership. Suburban routes may
operate in express mode and during non-peak hours.
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Experimental Routes

Experimental routes are designated by RGRTA at the time of creation as being “experimental” if
they are developed to test the viability of a new route structure. In no case will an “experimental”
route remain experimental for more than 12 months.
Days and Hours of Service

RTS fixed route service runs from 4:41 AM to 2:04 AM on weekdays, from 4:53 AM Saturday
morning to 3:18 AM Sunday morning, and from 4:54 AM Sunday morning to 2:09 AM Monday
morning. The RTS Transit Center facility is open Monday – Friday 4:30 AM to 1:00 AM and Sat – Sun
5:30 AM to 1:00 AM. Customer Information Desks at the Transit Center are staffed Monday – Friday
6:15 AM to 7:45 PM. The RTS Administration Building lobby is open to the public Monday – Friday
8:00 AM to 5:00 PM and is closed on weekends and holidays. RTS Customer Service is staffed to
take calls Monday – Friday 7:00 AM to 6:00 PM.
Fare Structure

The base cash fare is one dollar. When boarding a bus, the person must pay a separate fare unless
he or she has a pass for multiple rides. Unlimited ride pass purchases are subject to a maximum
monthly purchase of 50 passes per organization. Organizations needing more than 50 passes per
month require an agreement with RTS to ensure sufficient bus capacity is available for the intended
purpose(s) of the passes. Cost for additional passes will be the actual cost to provide the necessary
capacity, or the unit cost of the passes, whichever is greater.
Adult Cash Fare

$1.00

Children Age 12 and Over Cash Fare
Children Age 6 – 11 Cash Fare
31 Day Unlimited Ride Pass
31 Day Child/Senior/Disabled Pass
1 Day Unlimited Pass
1 Day Child/Senior/Disabled Pass
5 Day Unlimited Pass
5 Day Child/Senior/Disabled Pass
1 Ride Pass
2 Ride Pass
2 Plus 2 Pass
Stored Value Pass
Cash Fare when using a Reduced Fare Card
during Off-peak Hours
Senior/Disabled 1 Ride Pass
Senior/Disabled 1-Day Unlimited Pass

$1.00
$0.50
$56.00
$28.00
$3.00
$1.50
$14.00
$7.00
$1.00
$2.00
$2.00
$10.00
$0.50
$0.50
$1.50

Senior citizens age 65+ must show the Bus Operator a photo ID, Medicare Card, or a Reduced Fare
Card to obtain the senior rate. Senior citizens age 90 or older can apply for an RTS Lifetime Pass,
which allows them to ride fixed route free any time during service.
Disabled persons who are not certified paratransit eligible must show the RTS Bus Operator a
Reduced Fare Card for the disabled rate. Certified paratransit eligible customers must show their
RTS Access ID Smartcard to the RTS Bus Operator or tap the smartcard on the RTS bus farebox
reader to ride free of charge. Children age five and under ride free with a limit of three children per
each fare-paying adult. No fare is charged for service animals traveling with their handlers or pets
traveling with their owners (pets must be in carriers).
Bus Operators do not handle money or dispense change. The fare box accepts coins and $1, $5, $10,
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and $20 bills. If customers insert a bill amount greater than the fare amount, the fare box will
dispense a card with the remaining balance, which can be used for future rides. Customers can
purchase fare media at authorized points of distribution, from the fare box, at the RTS
Administration Building, and at ticket vending machines in the Transit Center.
Accessibility

49 CFR A Part 37, Subpart G – Provision of Service covers the topic of fixed route accessibility. The
description in this Plan is included for the purpose of comparing RTS with RTS Access.
RTS fixed route service complies with the ADA accessibility requirements because 100% of its
vehicles are accessible and all new routes are accessible. The municipality, rather than RGRTA,
often determines the accessibility to the area (i.e. curbing, crosswalk, concrete pad) where a bus
stop is located.
All 219 RTS fixed route buses are accessible. They accommodate wheelchairs and other mobility
devices; are equipped with ramps; are equipped with “kneelers” that lower the bus to ground level;
and are equipped with audio and visual stop announcements to assist customers who are blind,
deaf, hard-of-hearing, or who have vision loss. Free training sessions are offered periodically to
people who would like to learn about using fixed route service.
Priority seating is located at the front of RTS buses for seniors and people with disabilities. In
accordance with the ADA, Bus Operators may ask (but not require) other customers to offer these
seats to seniors and people with disabilities. RTS buses reserve areas where mobility devices, such
as wheelchairs, can be secured for the people who need them. Bus Operators are required to ask
customers to provide access to those areas for people using mobility devices.
Bus Operators will position and lower (“kneel”) RTS buses to make boarding as easy as possible for
everyone. Customers can request the lift or ramp at any RTS bus stop. Bus Operators will ask
customers to stay 4 to 5 feet back to allow the ramp to lower.
Bus Operators are required to secure all mobility devices. Aides or other customers are not allowed
to secure mobility devices. Mobility devices must be secured with 3-4 point securements anytime
they are on the bus. RTS encourages customers to use the shoulder and lap belt securement for
their safety. Manual wheelchairs must be locked and automated mobility devices must be turned
off.
A stop request button is on the flipped up seat (priority seating). Pressing the button will notify the
Bus Operator that a person with a mobility device will need to disembark. The Bus Operator is
required to unsecure mobility devices after the ramp lowers. Aides or other customers shall not
release the securements on mobility devices. Customers who need to use the ramp will disembark
from the front doors of the bus.
RTS continues to improve the accuracy and consistency of its onboard route announcements
(automated vehicle annunciation).
RGRTA has contracted with Transportation Management & Design, Inc. (TMD) and Highland
Planning to conduct a system redesign study called Reimagine RTS.
Abt Associates will initiate an origin to destination survey to gather information about where
customers start and end their bus trips.
Highland Planning is developing a public outreach and engagement plan for the system redesign
study. The goal of the Reimagine RTS outreach plan is to conduct as much public outreach and
gather as much input as possible to help identify areas of improvement for fixed route locations and
components.
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1.3. Description of Complementary ADA Paratransit Service

This subsection describes the existing paratransit services as required in Subpart F, §37.139 (c).
RTS Access provides a transportation option for
individuals whose disabilities prevent them from using the
fixed route system in accordance with the ADA and its
implementing regulations. RTS Access provides
paratransit services to complement the fixed route
services of RTS in Monroe County. The operations and
administrative headquarters for RTS Access are located on
Trabold Road in the Town of Gates.
The types of complementary paratransit service are
origin-to-destination service, subscription service, sameday service, and supplemental service.
Origin-to-Destination Next-Day Service

Paratransit trips occur within the RTS Access service
area. Customers shall call RTS Access to book rides. By
default, RTS Access will pick up and drop off customers
at the curb, and provide assistance beyond the curb only
on an as-needed basis.

RGRTA 2017-20 Comprehensive Strategic Plan

Customers who anticipate an occasional need for assistance beyond the curb to reach their
destinations may request it when making a reservation. Applicants who anticipate a regular need
for assistance beyond the curb to reach their destinations may notify the ADA Certification
Coordinator when applying for paratransit eligibility certification. Those who are already certified
paratransit eligible may discuss adding this information with an RTS Access Scheduler or notify the
ADA Certification Coordinator during the recertification process.
If the need for assistance beyond the curb occurs during a ride, customers may ask the Bus
Operator for assistance and the Bus Operator will follow the process for reasonable modifications.
RTS Access will aim to accommodate requests but will direct Bus Operators to decline requests that
would fundamentally alter the nature of the paratransit service, create undue burdens, or present
direct threats to safety. RTS Access will direct Bus Operators to decline requests for personal
services such as those that might be provided by a personal care attendant.
Subscription Service

Subscription service allows customers to reserve a schedule of repeat trips to the same location at
the same time of day. The fare for a trip provided through Subscription service is identical to the
fare of an individually scheduled trip. SEE EXHIBIT #3: SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE.
Same-day Service

Customers may reserve a trip for later that same day. Same-day service is provided for an added
cost and only if space is available. RTS Access will expect customers who wish to use the same-day
service to accept the possibility of unavailable space when attempting to reserve a trip and pay the
same-day rate upon boarding for the bus for a scheduled same-day trip.
Supplemental Service

RTS Access provides a supplemental service 1½ miles beyond the ADA defined ¾-mile service area,
for a total service area of 2¼ miles on each side. The supplemental service is provided for an added
cost and only if space is available after accommodating requests for service within the ADA-defined
service area. If space is available, supplemental trips can be scheduled Monday through Sunday and
on holidays. RTS Access will expect customers who wish to use the supplemental service to accept
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the possibility of unavailable space when attempting to reserve a trip and pay the supplemental
rate upon boarding for the bus for a scheduled supplemental trip. SEE EXHIBIT #2: PARATRANSIT
SERVICE AREA MAP or see Subsection 2.4.C Fares §37.131 (c).
Days and Hours of Service

RTS Access days and hours of service will emulate those of RTS fixed route service. See Subsections
2.4.A Service Area §37.131 (a) and 2.4.B Responding to Requests for Rides (Response Time) §37.131
(b).
Fare Structure

With the exceptions of supplemental-area service and same-day service, RTS Access will charge
customers riding within the regular ADA paratransit service area no more than twice the fare it
charges an individual paying full fare for a trip of similar length, at a similar time of day on the RTS
fixed route. See Subsection 2.4.C Fares §37.131 (c) for details.
1.4. Other Service

For a description of other paratransit service in the same geographic area as RTS Access, please see
Subsection 6.2 Survey of Existing Paratransit Service.
1.5. System Research in Monroe County

In June 2017, the RGRTA Board of Commissioners authorized a study in Monroe County to determine
the feasibility of a redesign of the RTS route structure to improve service in accordance with
changing demographics, demands, economic trends, and transportation trends. The study is expected
to run from October 2017 to December 2018.
Recommendations from the study will factor into any changes RGRTA makes to the RTS fixed route
service network.
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Section 2: Plan to Provide Comparable Paratransit
This section estimates the demand for comparable paratransit service in Monroe County, describes
planned modifications to operational practices, and compares RTS Access service as it relates to the
service criteria for complementary paratransit. RTS Access extends the comparison criteria to include the
process for considering reasonable modification requests, allowing service animals, and complaint
procedures. The section closes with a time-line and the 2017-2023 budget for comparable paratransit
service.
2.1. Estimate of Demand

This subsection estimates the demand for comparable paratransit service as required in Subpart F,
§37.139 (d) (1).
Based on the use of paratransit services over the past 4 years, RGRTA estimates that the demand for
RTS Access paratransit will remain consistent. RTS Access tracks each ride for reporting.

Figure (2.i.) — Represents the number of rides per year.
RGRTA and RTS Access will rely on the Demographic Profiles and Major Destinations information for
Monroe County provided through the Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Transportation
Plans developed by the Genesee Transportation Council. RGRTA’s tactic to study a redesign of the
route structure in Monroe County will involve two separate studies to evaluate the existing fixedroute system in Monroe County and assist in the development of a system design that can improve
service and address new challenges and demands. Transportation Management & Design, Inc. (TMD)
will conduct the system redesign study. Abt Associates will conduct the Origin-to-Destination Survey
to provide customer travel pattern information as an input to the system redesign study.
2.2. Analysis of Existing Service and Proposed Modifications to Operational Practices

RGRTA determines that the current RTS Access service complies with the service criteria for
complementary paratransit set forth in Subpart F, §37.131 and proposes the following
improvements and clarifications only to the operational practices that support the existing service.
Origin-to-Destination Next-Day Service

The basic operating mode for RTS Access is curb-to-curb. If a customer needs help beyond the curb
to reach a destination beyond the curb, the customer can request assistance beyond the curb in
advance of or during the ride. RTS Access has referred to the provision of assistance beyond the
curb as “enhanced service.”
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RTS Access intends to discontinue using the term “enhanced service.” RTS Access will refer to the
practice of providing assistance beyond the curb as a reasonable modification. A request for “doorto-door” assistance will be considered a reasonable modification request. The process that RTS
Access follows for a reasonable modification request is described online at
https://www.myrts.com/Riders-Guide/ADA-Compliance. The process is included in this
Paratransit Plan as well as the process for filing a complaint.
Service Area

There are no changes planned for the service area at this time. However, if a service change to RTS
fixed route affects the RTS Access service area; RTS Access proposes issuing a written notification
to give affected RTS Access customers adequate time to make alternate arrangements for
transportation, either in general or to specific locations within the RTS Access service area.
SEE EXHIBIT #1: RTS SYSTEM MAP AND SCHEDULES.
SEE EXHIBIT #2: PARATRANSIT SERVICE AREA MAP.
SEE EXHIBIT #4: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & NOTIFICATION (NOTIFICATIONS REGARDING
CHANGES TO THE RTS ACCESS SERVICE AREA).
Subscription Service

RTS Access recommends giving customers written material about the qualifications, allowances,
and restrictions for subscription service. The written material will explain the expectations for
using subscriptions and will identify which actions will result in the loss of a subscription. RTS
Access will expect customers to follow the rules outlined in the Paratransit No-Shows and Service
Suspensions procedure, to use their subscription trips regularly, and to notify RTS Access when
they no longer need the subscription. RTS Access intends to reduce the required number of repeat
trips from three trips per week to two trips per week, allowing more customers to qualify for
subscriptions. SEE EXHIBIT #3: SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE.
No-Shows and Service Suspensions

RTS Access concludes that the current practice does not adequately accomplish the purpose of the
suspension process, which is to deter or address chronic no-shows. RTS Access also concludes that
the criteria and calculation process was not communicated clearly and had the potential for
inconsistency. RTS Access proposes using a calculation method recommended by FTA guidance to
determine whether a pattern of missing scheduled trips exists and indicates an abuse or misuse of
paratransit service. RTS Access proposes presenting the written methods and service suspension
penalties in simpler language to help customers understand the rules, to help customers avoid
service suspensions, and to help employees apply the process consistently. The written material
separates the concept of service suspensions based on no-shows from the concept of service
suspensions based on
prohibited conduct.
Information about suspensions
based on prohibited conduct
will be provided in separate
material. SEE EXHIBIT #5: NOSHOWS (MISSED RIDES).

Eligibility

RTS Access intends to revise the eligibility application based on input from applicants and
customers. The application will have fewer pages and more of the questions will use a multiplechoice format. The design will encourage applicants to keep all pages together and have the medical
certification portion completed by a qualified medical professional. The application will include a
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checklist and instructions for submitting the completed application. When a person is certified
paratransit eligible, the ADA Certification Coordinator will include a notification about his/her
rights under Title VI along with the eligibility materials.
Lack of Capacity Constraints

Customer feedback shows that on-time performance (OTP) is a strong indicator of service quality
and correlates to customer satisfaction. RTS Access increased the OTP goal from 93.5% to 95.0%.
RTS Access intends to include the internal operational procedures for calculating OTP in this Plan.
SEE EXHIBIT #7: TIMELY SERVICE.
Pickup Periods for Return Trips and No Strand Policy

RTS Access is providing a written policy to explain the practice of providing return service. The
policy explains the concept of the Final Pickup Period, which is the latest available pickup period
that will allow RTS Access to finish transporting customers no later than the latest comparable
fixed route drop-off. RTS Access will not provide return trips after the Final Pickup Period. The
policy also explains that if the customer either cancels or does not use the outgoing ride for a
scheduled round-trip, RTS Access will provide the return ride as scheduled unless the customer
cancels it. If a customer fails to appear for boarding within the scheduled Pickup Period for the
return ride, RTS Access—at the request of the customer—will attempt to schedule a return trip so
that the customer is not stranded. SEE EXHIBIT #8: PICKUP PERIODS FOR RETURN TRIPS AND
“NO STRAND” POLICY.
2.3. Additional Points of Comparison

For planning purposes and operational consistency, RTS Access will include in this Plan
requirements from other Subparts found in 49 CFR 37. As points of comparison, RTS Access will
evaluate its processes for considering reasonable modification requests and for allowing service
animals to ride (49 CFR 37 Subpart G). RTS Access will evaluate its procedures for handling
complaints (49 CFR 37 Subpart A). See Subsection 2.5 Additional Components of Comparable
Paratransit Service.
2.4. Comparable Paratransit Service

This subsection compares RTS Access service as it relates to the service criteria for complementary
paratransit as required by Subpart F, §37.131. The criteria includes service area, response time,
fares, trip purpose restrictions, hours and days of service, capacity constraints, and additional
service.
Service Area §37.131 (a)

It is important to emphasize that RTS fixed route service forms the basis for the paratransit service
area. The RTS system map provides a visual of the base system RTS Access will follow. SEE EXHIBIT
#1: RTS SYSTEM MAP AND SCHEDULES AND EXHIBIT #2: PARATRANSIT SERVICE AREA MAP.
CORRIDOR

¾ mile

¾ mile
RTS Bus Fixed Route

C
O
R
R
I
D
O
R

CORRIDOR

The RTS Access service area is a corridor with a
width of ¾ of a mile on each side of each fixed
route. At the end of a route, there is a
semicircular “cap” on the corridor, consisting of
a ¾- mile radius from the endpoint of the route
to the parallel sides of the corridor. RTS Access
will provide paratransit service to any origin or
destination point within a corridor fitting this
description around any route in the RTS system
during the same hours and days of service in the
RTS system.

Within the core service area, RTS Access will provide service to areas entirely enclosed by fixed
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routes. All RTS Access trips must begin and end within the service area. Living within the RTS
Access service area is not a requirement for eligibility certification. However, RTS Access will
provide paratransit service only to points within its service area. It will be the responsibility of
customers living outside the service area to arrange for alternate transportation to and from the
paratransit service area. Customers who live within the supplemental service area may elect to use
the RTS Access supplemental service as described in Subsection 1.3.D Supplemental Service.
Because RTS Access complementary paratransit mirrors RTS fixed route, the coverage of the
service area will vary. As the maps in Exhibit 2 show, the RTS Access buses serve the entire service
area during weekdays, but Saturday and Sunday service runs in a smaller portion of the service
area. Similarly, the service area maps do not represent the schedule of service. RTS Access
customers may consult RTS Access Scheduling, RTS Customer Service, or RTS fixed route schedules
to see which times of day buses run in a specific location within the service area.
A service change that affects the RTS fixed route service area will affect the RTS Access service area
similarly. If such a change is proposed, it will be subject to input from the public. Such changes may
result in the loss or expansion of service. If the approved change affects RTS Access customers, RTS
Access will notify them in writing and continue to provide paratransit service for a pre-defined
period to allow them to make adjustments or arrangements regarding their origins and
destinations. SEE EXHIBIT #4: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & NOTIFICATION.
Responding to Requests for Rides (Response Time) §37.131 (b)

Customers must call RTS Access staff (Schedulers or Dispatchers) to request rides (“reserve,”
“book,” or “schedule”). RTS Access will not allow Bus Operators to reserve rides. The Dispatchers or
Schedulers will book rides occurring during the same hours and days as RTS fixed route services.
The RTS Access Scheduling office is open from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM Monday through Sunday. The
Scheduling office holiday hours are from 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM; the office is closed on Christmas day
and open from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM on the day after Thanksgiving. The Dispatch office is open 4:00
AM to 1:00 AM Monday through Friday and 5:00 AM to 1:00 AM on weekends.
RTS Access will accommodate same-day trip reservations only if space is available; otherwise,
customers must reserve the ride at least one day before (“next-day”) to ensure a ride.
Rides will be reserved for origins and/or destinations within the RTS Access service area. A round
trip has two booked rides—outgoing and return—and each must be requested and reserved
explicitly with the RTS Access staff.
RTS Access will require customers to stay a minimum of one hour after a drop-off at any
destination.
RTS Access will allow customers to book a ride up to seven days in advance. RTS Access Schedulers
will allow customers to book up to six rides (three round trips) in advance during the same phone
call.
When booking a ride, the RTS Access Scheduler or Dispatcher will explain to the customer that
his/her travel time on the bus could be up to 1 hour and will ask the customer “What time do you
want to be picked up?” After negotiating the pickup time, the Scheduler or Dispatcher will
communicate the pickup period to the customer.
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A pickup period is the window of time during which the customer can expect the bus to arrive for
the pickup time. The window will start ten minutes before the pickup time and end ten minutes
after the pickup time. After the pickup period begins, the Bus Operator will wait five minutes for the
customer to show up for the booked ride. If the Bus Operator arrives before the pickup period
begins, the Bus Operator will wait until the starting time of the pickup period, and—if the customer
has not yet appeared—then wait the additional five minutes.
For example, if the bus arrives at 1:12 PM for a 1:30 pickup, the Bus Operator must wait until the pickup
period starts (1:20) and—if the customer has not appeared for boarding—wait for a full five minutes to elapse
(1:25 PM).
If the bus arrives at 1:30 PM and the customer is not ready to board, the Bus Operator will wait for a full five
minutes to elapse. If the bus arrives at 1:39 PM and the customer is not ready to board, the Bus Operator will
wait for a full five minutes to elapse.
If the customer is not actively boarding the bus by minute five, the Bus Operator will report a missed trip and
proceed to the next pickup location.

If the bus arrives 11 minutes or more after the pickup time, RTS Access will require the Bus
Operator to notify Dispatch. The bus will be considered late. If the late arrival will affect customers,
RTS Access will contact and notify them of the issue.
RTS Access will expect customers to use their booked rides. RTS Access will expect customers to
cancel in advance any ride they do not need. RTS Access will expect customers to cancel a ride at
least two hours before the pickup period starts. A cancellation made at least two hours in advance
of the pickup period will not carry any penalty. Customers must cancel by phone; Bus Operators
will not be able to cancel rides.
Customers will have the ability to cancel rides 24-hours a day, 7-days a week by leaving a voicemail message with their ride information. A late cancellation will occur if the customer cancels the
ride less than two hours ahead of the pickup period. When cancelling a round trip, the customer
will need to explicitly cancel the pickup ride and the return ride; return rides will not be cancelled
automatically.
RTS Access will establish thresholds for missed rides and late cancellations. If a customer meets or
exceeds the thresholds, RTS Access will apply a penalty. Exceptions will apply if customers miss
rides for reasons beyond their control. SEE EXHIBIT #5: NO-SHOWS (MISSED RIDES). RTS Access
will document any instance when it is unable to accommodate a ride request made the previous
day, cannot schedule the ride within a one-hour window of the time requested, or is late for a
scheduled pick up.
Fares §37.131 (c)

With the exceptions of supplemental-area
service and same-day service, RTS Access
will charge customers no more than twice
the fare it charges customers paying full fare
(i.e., without regard to discounts provided to
customers on the RTS fixed route) for a trip
of similar length, at a similar time of day on
the RTS fixed route.
Fares in the supplemental service area are
mileage based fares plus $6.00 for each oneway trip. Total cost per trip is determined by
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the distance traveled.
RTS Access will expect customers to pay the Bus Operator the exact fare each time they board. It
will be the customer’s responsibility to pay the exact fare amount. RTA Access will not allow Bus
Operator to provide change.
RTS Access will not allow Bus Operators to transport customers, visitors, or companions who fail to
pay the exact fare. RTS Access will not allow Bus Operators to accept round-trip fares.
Bus passes in amounts of $18 or $20 will be available for purchase from any RTS Access Bus
Operator, online, by phone, or from the RTS campus at 1372 East Main Street.
RTS Access will expect customers to show the Bus Operator their Access Photo ID Smartcard each
time they board. RTS Access will not allow Bus Operators to transport customers who do not show
photo identification.
Who
Requirement to Board
Pay Fare?
Eligible customer

Show Access ID Smartcard

Yes

Eligible visitor

Show proof of eligibility or visitor status

Yes

One personal care attendant (PCA)

Ride same origin to destination trip with
customer or visitor

No

One companion

Ride same origin to destination trip with
customer or visitor

Yes

Additional companion(s)

Ride same origin to destination trip with
customer or visitor if space is available

Yes

Applicant whose complete application is not
processed within 21 days of receipt

Show photo ID

Appellant whose appeal decision is not issued
within 21 days of receipt

Show photo ID

Pet in a cage not blocking the aisle
Service animal

Note: The ability to use paratransit is granted
temporarily until the eligibility decision is made.

Yes

Note: The ability to use paratransit is granted
temporarily until the appeal decision is made.

Yes

Remain under handler’s control at all times

No

Note: Applicants whose complete application is processing are not eligible to ride RTS Access; applicants can ride RTS
fixed route and must pay the RTS fixed route fare. However, if the complete application is not processed 21 days after
receipt, the applicant is granted the ability to ride RTS Access temporarily until the decision is issued and must pay the
RTS Access fare. During the same period, the applicant may ride RTS free.

RTS Access will not charge a fare to a Personal Care Attendant (PCA) traveling with a customer,
provided the PCA has the same origin and destination as the customer. RTS Access will allow one
companion to pay the same fare amount as the customer provided the companion has the same
origin and destination as the customer. On a space available basis, RTS Access will allow additional
companions to travel with the customer from the same origin to the same destination and will
charge each companion the same fare amount as the customer. RTS Access will not charge a fare for
service animals traveling with their handlers or for pets traveling with their owners. Pets must be
in cages that do not block the aisle during travel.
Customers with conditional, seasonal, or temporary eligibility can ride any RTS fixed route service
free by tapping their RTS Access Photo ID Smartcard on the farebox reader when they board. If the
eligibility certification is expired or they do not tap/show their RTS Access Photo ID Smartcard,
they will be required to pay the fixed route fare when riding RTS fixed route.
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Applicants waiting for their eligibility decision must pay the RTS fixed route fare if they use fixed
route. Applicants or appellants granted temporary eligibility while waiting for a decision may use
RTS fixed route service free; in this circumstance, RTS Access may need to notify RTS of the
arrangement and perform appropriate coordination.
Absence of Restrictions or Priorities on Trip Purpose §37.131 (d)

RTS Access will not impose any restrictions or priorities based on trip purpose for origin-todestination next-day service, same-day service, or supplemental service. When a customer reserves
a ride, RTS Access will need to know the origin, destination, desired pick-up time, and the number
of people traveling (i.e. PCA or companion). RTS Access may limit subscription service to certain
trip purposes, such as day-treatment programs or employment.
Hours and Days of Service §37.131 (e)

The goal of RTS Access is to provide paratransit service on the same days, during the same hours,
and in the same corridors as RTS fixed route service. During times when RTS fixed route service
does not operate, or if it does not travel to certain locations, RTS Access paratransit service will not
be available on those days or travel to those locations.
RTS Access will follow a Sunday schedule during the following holidays: New Year’s Day, Memorial
Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and the Day after Thanksgiving.
If a redesign of the RTS fixed route structure is determined feasible, the span of service for RTS
Access paratransit service will mirror the span of service for RTS fixed route service.
Lack of Capacity Constraints §37.131 (f)

RTS Access will not limit the availability of complementary paratransit service. It will not limit the
number of trips per day or trips per person that can be made. With the exception of Trip
Subscriptions, RTS Access will not use waiting lists for access to service or any operational pattern
or practice that significantly limits the availability of service to RTS Access customers. RTS Access
will take steps to ensure that it provides timely pickups within 20 minutes of the scheduled time
(10 minutes prior and 10 minutes after). Travel time on paratransit service will be comparable to
the amount of time it would take to make the same trip using RTS fixed-route bus service with
connections. When customers have two or more rides on the same day, RTS Access will require a
minimum of 60 minutes (1 hour) between each drop-off and pickup time.
To encourage timely service, on-time performance will continue to be measured for RTS Access in
the Transit Operations Performance Scorecard (TOPS) in accordance with company procedures for
recording, calculating, and reporting time points. For fiscal year 2017-18, the RTS Access on-time
performance goal will be 95.0%, based on the operational success of exceeding that goal during the
previous fiscal year. In comparison, the RTS fixed route annual on-time performance goal will be
89.30%. SEE EXHIBIT #7: TIMELY SERVICE.
Additional Service §37.131 (g) and §37.133

Based on available capacity RTS Access will offer trip subscriptions. Subscriptions will not absorb
more than 50% of the number of trips available at a given time of day, unless there is nonsubscription capacity. RTS Access will make the maximum percentage of subscription trips
available based on capacity. SEE EXHIBIT #3: SUBSCRIPTION SERVICE.
2.5. Additional Components of Comparable Paratransit Service

For planning purposes and operational consistency, RTS Access is including requirements from other
Subparts of 49 CFR 37 in this Plan as points of comparison. From 49 CFR 37 Subpart G—Provision
of Service, RTS Access will evaluate its processes for reasonable modification requests and service
animals. From 49 CFR 37 Subpart A—General, RTS Access will evaluate its process for complaint
procedures.
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Process for Considering Requests for Reasonable Modification Subpart G, §37.169

RTS and RTS Access shall make reasonable modifications to policies, practices, and procedures
when such modifications are requested and necessary to avoid discrimination based on disability.
RTS and RTS Access shall deny any request that will:


Create a direct threat to the health or safety of others; or



Fundamentally alter the nature of services, programs, or activities; or



Result in an undue financial and administrative burden.

RTS/RTS Access may deny a requested modification if the individual with a disability is able to use
services, programs, or activities for their intended purpose without the requested modification.
RTS and RTS Access will expect customers to call and request reasonable modification(s) in
advance when possible. This is particularly appropriate where a permanent or long-term condition
or barrier is the basis for the request. This process will allow RTS/RTS Access to make the
necessary determinations in advance of the need for modified service. When doing so, RTS/RTS
Access will expect customers to describe what they need in order to use the bus service but will not
require customers to use the term “reasonable modification” when making the request. Applicants
for paratransit service can include the request for reasonable modification during the eligibility
process. Otherwise, customers may make modification requests directly to the Bus Operator.
RTS/RTS Access operating personnel will make a determination whether the modification should
be provided at the time of the request. Operating personnel may consult with management before
making a determination to grant or deny the request.
A Note on Requests that Require the Bus to Back Up
Many locations represent a direct threat to safety if the Bus Operator attempts to drive in reverse (back up). If the safety of a
location has not been assessed and a customer requests a reasonable modification that requires the bus to back up, the Bus
Operator will work with Dispatch to determine the best way to assist the customer. RTS/RTS Access will then follow-up with a
safety assessment of the location. If, after a safety assessment, backing the bus up in that location is deemed a direct threat to the
safety of others, RTS/RTS Access will notify the customer and the Bus Operators that future requests requiring the bus to back up
in that location will be denied, even if the original request was accommodated.

RTS/RTS Access will not provide personal care attendants or
personal care attendant services to meet the needs of
customers with disabilities during their trips.
If a customer requests the Bus Operator to remain at a
destination because the customer cannot be left alone without
an attendant, RTS/RTS Access will direct the Bus Operator to
decline the request because it would fundamentally alter the
Bus Operator’s function to provide personal care attendant
service of this kind.
For the same reason, RTS/RTS Access will direct Bus Operators
to decline requests to reach into pockets or backpacks to
extract fare media or to lift the customer into or out of a
mobility device such as a wheelchair or scooter (hand-carry).

If a customer requests assistance
with carrying a bag or package, RTS
Access will consider the request a
reasonable modification. Requests
that would require the Bus Operator
to make multiple trips or to carry
several items fundamentally alter the
Bus Operator’s function, and RTS
Access will direct the Bus Operator
to decline them.

If an RTS Access customer requests assistance from the curb to the door of the destination, it is
important to distinguish door-to-door from door-through-door assistance.
RTS Access will grant a reasonable request for door-to-door assistance as a reasonable modification
to its curb-to-curb service. When providing door-to-door assistance, the path between the vehicle
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and destination entrance must be safe and accessible. When parked, the RTS Access vehicle cannot
block or impede traffic and there must be a safe place to park on a public roadway or parking lot.
RTS Access will not provide door-through-door assistance because RTS Access does not provide
assistance beyond the door into the building or residence.
If a customer believes RTS/RTS Access has not complied with the requirement to make a
reasonable modification, the customer will need to file a complaint within 30 days after the date of
the alleged violation through one of the following methods:


Completing and submitting the Reasonable Modification Form to: RGRTA Legal Affairs
Department, 1372 East Main Street, Rochester, NY 14609; or



Attaching the completed Reasonable Modification Form electronically to the online Contact
Us form http://rts.force.com/RTSContactUs and submitting the information.

The form is available online at https://www.myrts.com/Riders-Guide/ADACompliance#resmodnon. The form can be requested by calling Customer Service or RTS Access
Scheduling. SEE EXHIBIT #6: COMPLAINTS.
RGRTA will provide general assistance (585-654-0771) or language or disability assistance (585288-1700) during administrative business hours.
RGRTA will conduct a review based on the submitted facts, the written complaint, and ask
additional questions if necessary. RGRTA will issue a decision in writing within 30 days after the
date of the review.
A customer may also file a complaint directly with the Department of Transportation, Departmental
Office of Civil Rights, 1200 New Jersey Avenue SE, Washington, DC 20590. Phone: 202-366-4648 or
TTY/Assistive Device: 202-366-9696.
Service Animals Subpart G §37.167 (d)

RTS Access will ask customers to provide notification of their intent to ride with a service animal
when booking a ride to help ensure adequate space is available for the service animal.
RTS/RTS Access Bus Operators will not take charge of a service animal, even if requested to do so,
because caring for a service animal is the responsibility of the customer or a personal care
attendant. Animals with the singular role of providing comfort or emotional support to an
individual do not qualify as service animals under the Americans with Disabilities Act.
RTS/RTS Access will treat a request for a service animal to sit on the seat next to the customer or in
the customer’s lap as a reasonable modification, provided the service animal is under the
customer’s control at all times and does not disrupt service (i.e. displace paying customers).
ADA Complaint Procedures Subpart A, §37.17

Any qualified person with a disability who believes she or he has been discriminated against based
on his or her disability by RGRTA may file a written, formal ADA Complaint by:


Completing and submitting the ADA Complaint Form to: RGRTA Legal Affairs Department,
1372 East Main Street, Rochester, NY 14609; or



Attaching the completed ADA Complaint Form electronically to the online Contact Us form
http://rts.force.com/RTSContactUs and submitting the information.

The form is available online at https://www.myrts.com/Riders-Guide/ADACompliance#resmodnon. The form can be requested by calling Customer Service or RTS Access
Scheduling. SEE EXHIBIT #6: COMPLAINTS.
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288-1700) during administrative business hours.
RGRTA will investigate complaints received no more than 180 days after the alleged incident.
RGRTA will process complaints that are complete. Once the complaint is received, the RGRTA will
review it to determine if RGRTA has jurisdiction. The complainant will receive an acknowledgement
letter informing her/him whether the complaint will be investigated by RGRTA. RGRTA has 30 days
to investigate the complaint. If more information is needed to resolve the case, the RGRTA may
contact the complainant. The complainant has 20 business days from the date of the letter to send
requested information to the investigator assigned to the case. If the investigator is not contacted
by the complainant or does not receive the additional information within 20 business days, the
RGRTA can administratively close the case. A case can be administratively closed also if the
complainant no longer wishes to pursue their case.
After the investigator reviews the complaint, she/he will issue one of two letters to the
complainant: a closure letter or a letter of finding (LOF). A closure letter summarizes the allegations
and states that there was not an ADA violation and that the case will be closed. An LOF will
summarize the allegations and the interviews regarding the alleged incident, and explain whether
any disciplinary action, additional training of the staff member or other action will occur. If the
complainant wishes to appeal the decision, she/he will have 30 days after the date of the letter or
the LOF to do so.
A person may also file a complaint directly with the Department of Transportation, Departmental
Office of Civil Rights, 1200 New Jersey Avenue SE, Washington, DC 20590. Phone: 202-366-4648 or
TTY/Assistive Device: 202-366-9696.
2.6. Time-Line of Implementation

This subsection provides the timetable for implementing comparable paratransit service as required
in Subpart F, §37.139 (d) (5).
1985—RGRTA established Lift Line Inc. (now RTS Access) to provide paratransit service.
1987—RGRTA adopted a Service Plan for accessible transportation.
1988—RGRTA reaffirmed support for the accessible service plan.
1992—RGRTA adopted an Accessible Transportation Service Plan for fixed-route service and
complementary paratransit service and submitted it to the FTA.
1993—RGRTA approved a Paratransit Plan update.
1994, 1995, and 1996—RGRTA approved a Paratransit Plan update documenting the results of ADA
implementation in an effort to achieve full compliance.
2014—RGRTA adopted changes to the Paratransit Plan effective October 1, 2014:


The Paratransit service area in Monroe County will be ¾ mile from all qualifying fixed route.



The Supplemental Paratransit service area will be 1 ½ miles from the Paratransit service
area.



New applicants waiting for an eligibility determination for paratransit service will pay the
standard RTS fare if they elect to ride RTS.



Scheduling hours for RTS Access will be consistent with RTS administrative hours and to
accommodate next day scheduling. SEE EXHIBIT #9: TIME-LINE OF IMPLEMENTATION.

2.7. Multi-Year Budget 2017-2023

This subsection provides budget information as required in Subpart F, §37.139 (d) (6).
The Genesee Transportation Council (GTC) is the designated Metropolitan Planning Organization
(MPO) responsible for transportation policy, planning, and investment decision making in the
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Genesee-Finger Lakes Region. GTC will fund an RTS Access Ridership and Facility Evaluation Study
project. The project will consist of hiring an outside consultant to forecast paratransit ridership
demands for RTS Access. The consultant will utilize these forecasts to determine infrastructure
requirements and make recommendations specific to facilities, fleet size and composition, and
staffing. This information will help guide the long-term capital planning for RTS Access. The Capital
Improvement Plan has $200,000 allocated for 2017-18 for the RTS Access Campus Improvement
project. The improvements programmed for fiscal year 2017-18 will include installation of cameras
and access control, replacement of the fire alarm system, and repairs to concrete while the longerterm plan is formulated. RTS Access will replace buses throughout 2017 to 2023 to maintain the fleet
in a state of good repair.
Buses to Replace

Year

Cost

7

2016-17

$569,632

10

2017-18

$876,954

9

2018-19

$779,215

15

2020-21

$1,346,566

14

2021-22

$1,320,046

10

2022-23

$959,514

Figure (2.ii.) — Authority 2017-18 to 2022-23 Capital Improvement Plan for RTS Access
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Section 3: Process for Determining ADA Paratransit Eligibility
This section describes the processes used to certify individuals with disabilities as ADA paratransit
eligible.
RTS Access paratransit service will be available for use by any of the following persons:
1. Applicants certified as eligible through the application process (“customers”);
2. Eligible visitors from outside the region (for up to a total of 21 days in a 365-day period);
3. Applicants whose complete application was not processed within 21 days of receipt (temporarily
until an eligibility decision is made); and
4. Appellants whose appeal decision is not issued within 30 days of the completion of the appeals
process (temporarily until an appeals decision is made).
RTS Access will apply the following policies and procedures for determining ADA Paratransit Eligibility:



Paratransit Eligibility (policy)



Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification



Paratransit Appeal Process and Procedures



Notice of Intent to Appeal Paratransit Eligibility Determination

SEE EXHIBIT #10: ELIGIBILITY CERTIFICATION.

RTS Access will make the materials available in an accessible format upon request. Assistance can be
requested by contacting Customer Service at (585) 288-1700 or using the Contact Us online form
http://rts.force.com/RTSContactUs.
RTS Access will post the Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification online at
https://www.myrts.com/Access and distribute the most current application to agencies. The new
application will include a checklist and instructions. The public can offer feedback at any time about the
application or application process by contacting Customer Service at (585) 288-1700 or using the Contact
Us online form http://rts.force.com/RTSContactUs.
Applicants certified as eligible for paratransit service will receive written notification of their eligibility
type as well as instructions for obtaining an RTS Access Photo ID Smartcard. RTS Access will use its
Customer Relationship Management system to create a record of the customer and automate subsequent
printed reports, recertification letters, and smartcards. This automation will reduce errors and increase
the efficiency of processing materials related to eligibility.
RTS Access will expect certified eligible customers to provide updated information to RTS Access. This
includes changes to phone numbers, email addresses, mailing addresses, or changes to a disability or
condition. It is vital for customers to keep such information current to ensure their safety and to ensure
RTS Access has the ability to update responders, agencies, caretakers, or family members in the event of
an emergency. RTS Access will use mailing addresses to issue a variety of important information in
writing, such as eligibility decisions, recertification notices, and warning letters. It is the responsibility of
the customer to provide RTS Access with updated contact information; failure to do so could affect
eligibility status or service.
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Section 4: Public Participation Process to Develop the Plan
This section describes the public participation process.
Using mailing lists of RTS Access customers and agencies who work with RTS Access, RTS Access will use
direct mailings as a method of notifying the public about opportunities for providing input to the Plan.
RTS Access will contact local organizations, such as the Center for Disability Rights, to inform them of the
plan and obtain feedback, and promote information sessions, Plan development, and public hearings.
RTS Access will hold at least one public hearing to solicit public comment on the proposed Plan under the
following circumstances:
1. The Plan proposes substantive changes to service criteria for comparable paratransit service; or
2. The Plan proposes comparable paratransit service for new fixed route service; or
3. RGRTA wishes to solicit comments using the forum of a public hearing.

RTS Access will include the report of public comments received, RGRTA’s responses to the comments and
proposed changes on www.myRTS.com and as an exhibit to this Plan.
RTS Access will follow the processes outlined in the RGRTA Public Participation Plan.
Members of the public can provide comments at any time through the Contact Us online form at
http://rts.force.com/RTSContactUs.
SEE EXHIBIT #4: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION & NOTIFICATION.
SEE EXHIBIT #11: SUMMARY OF PUBLIC COMMENTS.
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Section 5: Efforts to Coordinate with Other Entities
At this time, no other public transportation entities in Monroe County have overlapping or contiguous
service areas or jurisdictions subject to the complementary paratransit requirements of 49 CFR Subtitle
A, Part 37, Subpart F. However, RGRTA is part of the Genesee-Finger Lakes Region Coordinated Public
Transit-Human Services Transportation Plan Update reports. See Subsection 6.2 Survey of Existing
Paratransit Service for details.
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Section 6: Endorsements or Certifications
This section describes the applicable certifications, which include the Annual Certifications and
Assurances, the survey of existing paratransit service, the Metropolitan Planning certification, and the
RGRTA Board Resolution.
6.1. FTA Fiscal Year Certifications and Assurances

In 2017, RGRTA’s Authorized Representative assured that RGRTA will comply with the laws,
regulations, and requirement so that no person in the United States will be denied the benefits of, or
otherwise be subjected to discrimination in, any U.S. DOT or FTA assisted program or activity
(particularly in the level and quality of transportation services and transportation-related benefits)
on the basis of disability (Category 01. Required Certifications and Assurances for Each Applicant,
01.D. Nondiscrimination Assurance). SEE EXHIBIT #12: CERTIFICATIONS AND ASSURANCES.
6.2. Survey of Existing Paratransit Service

A survey of paratransit service in the RGRTA service area has been completed using the GeneseeFinger Lakes Region Coordinated Public Transit-Human Services Transportation Plan Update
completed in 2011 by the region’s MPO, Genesee Transportation Council.
The plan was updated in February 2016 (2016 Addendum Genesee-Finger Lakes Region Coordinated
Public Transit-Human Services Transportation Plan). The addendum was coordinated through the
Genesee Transportation Council and utilized a Project Steering Committee representing the following
entities:


Monroe County Office of the Aging



City of Rochester Department of Neighborhood and Community Development



Community Action of Orleans and Genesee



Arc of Yates



Medical Motor Service



Finger Lakes Health Systems Agency



Livingston County Department of Planning



Arc of Monroe



Arc of Livingston-Wyoming



Center for Disability Rights

The 2011 plan and the 2016 addendum list the region’s service transportation providers, including
RGRTA. The analysis of available resources and demand for services demonstrates that RGRTA is
part of the coordinated transportation plan for ADA riders.
6.3. Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) Certification

The MPO is Genesee Transportation Council (GTC) and the Executive Director shall coordinate the
review and subsequent activities to certify the Plan upon submission. The resulting certification will
be included as an Exhibit. SEE EXHIBIT #13: MPO CERTIFICATION.
6.4. Board Approval

The Plan must be presented to the RGRTA Board of Commissioners for approval. The most current
signed resolution will be included as an Exhibit. SEE EXHIBIT #14: RATIFIED BOARD RESOLUTION.
Past resolutions are in EXHIBIT #9: TIME-LINE OF IMPLEMENTATION.
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Section 7: Plan Updates
RTS Access management and staff will seek to implement the modifications proposed to the operational
procedures for No-Shows and Service Suspensions and Subscription Service during the first and second
quarters of 2018.
During Bus Operator In-Service Training, Operators will review the procedure for reasonable
modifications, such as requests for door-to-door service.
The ADA Eligibility Coordinator will monitor incomplete eligibility applications or recurring errors in the
application process throughout 2018-19, collecting input for improvements.
Customers, agency representatives, and members of the public can submit comments and suggestions
through http://rts.force.com/RTSContactUs or (585) 288-1700.
Annually, operations management for RTS Access will review the processes/procedures identified in the
Plan and evaluate RTS Access for comparable paratransit service according to the requirements in 49 CFR
Subtitle A, Part 37, Subpart F.
7.1. Non-substantive Changes to the Plan

RGRTA may elect to update this Plan at its discretion for planning purposes, to correct errors, or to
document improvements or clarifications to operational practices. Such changes will be considered
non-substantive. The changes will go through an internal review and approval process using the
RGRTA document management system and will require the participation and acceptance of the Chief
Operating Officer and Chief Executive Officer. The updated Plan will be available to employees
through the company intraweb and posted on the public website www.myrts.com,
7.2. Substantive, Required Changes to the Plan

RGRTA is required to update this Plan if the Authority or the FTA identifies an area of noncompliance, or if the Authority introduces new fixed route service that requires complementary
paratransit service, or if the Authority proposes a change to service criteria for complementary
paratransit—such as service area, response time, fares, hours and days of service, or additional
service. Such changes will be considered substantive and will require public participation,
opportunity for public comment, and at least one public hearing. RGRTA will also obtain the
certifications and endorsements required under §37.139(h), including but not limited to a resolution
adopted by the RGRTA Board of Commissioners authorizing the plan and a certification of
conformance by the Genesee Transportation Council. The updated Plan will be available to
employees through the company intraweb and posted on the public website www.myrts.com.
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RTS System Map April 3, 2017
RTS Fixed Route Schedules September 4, 2017
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Change Text Size: A A

A
Home › Maps & Schedules › RTS Monroe

Maps and Schedules

TRIP PLANNER
Where are you starting from?

The maps and schedules below are effective Monday, September
4, 2017.
Due to Labor Day, a Sunday/Holiday schedule will be in effect on
Monday, September 4.
RTS runs on a Holiday (Sunday) schedule on these days only: New Year's
Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day (4th of July), Labor Day,
Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.
View a system map (.pdf)
If you have any questions, or need a braille or large-print version of a
schedule, contact us at 585-288-1700.

Where would you like to go?

I would like to
DEPART
Depart

at 02

: 18

PM
PM

on 09/25/17
Plan My Trip

1/1X Lake
3G/3W Lyell
4/4X Genesee
5 MCC Downtown - Learn more about the Route 5
6/6X Jefferson Av
8 Chili
9/9X Jay/Maple
10/10X Dewey

Ride Smarter.
Download the RTS
Where's My Bus? app
today!

13/13X Edison
14 Ridge Rd
15 Latta

RTS Monroe

16/16X Crosstown

RTS Genesee

19 Plymouth

RTS Livingston
RTS Ontario

23 Jefferson Rd
24 Marketplace Mall

RTS Orleans

25 Thurston/MCC

RTS Wayne

28/28X Genesee Park/Strong
31/31X Park Av
33/33X Goodman
34/34X Hudson
35/35X St. Paul -- Added weekend service to Irondequoit Plaza
36/36X Clifford Av
37/37X Clinton

https://www.myrts.com/Maps-Schedules/RTS-Monroe/Schedule-pdfs[9/25/2017 2:18:54 PM]

RTS Seneca
RTS Wyoming
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38/38X East Main

39/39X Bay/Webster
40/40X Portland
41/41X Joseph Av
42/42X Parsells
45/45X South Av
47/47X Monroe
48/48X University
51 S. Clinton
53_S. Goodman
55 MCC Brighton (formerly 50 MCC)
Learn more about the Route 55
57 East Av
81 Fairport
82 Penfield
83 Calkins
84 Eastview
101 Avon
102 Newark/Lyons
103 Webster
104 Brockport
106 Hilton

ROC-it Routes
124 Marketplace ROC-it
134 Hudson ROC-it
145 South Av. ROC-it
150 Dewey ROC-it
155 MCC ROC-it
Learn more about the Route 155
163 Lyell ROC-it

University Service
Bryant & Stratton
MCC
RIT
Nazareth

https://www.myrts.com/Maps-Schedules/RTS-Monroe/Schedule-pdfs[9/25/2017 2:18:54 PM]
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We're here to help!
Feel free to give us a
shout

RTS
1372 East Main Street
Rochester, NY 14609

(585) 288-1700
RTS Transit Center Entrances
Monroe@myRTS.com 60 St. Paul St. Rochester, NY 14604









Join our mailing list to get
the latest RTS updates,
news and alerts.

71 N. Clinton Ave. Rochester, NY 14604
Para atención en Español,
por favor llamar al (585) 288-1700

Copyright © 2014 by Regional Transit Service API | Privacy Policy | Sitemap | Text Only | Standard layout
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Exhibit #2: Paratransit Service Area Maps
Weekday Service Area shows the entire
geographic area in which RTS Access provides
complementary paratransit service in Monroe
County. The weekday paratransit service
mirrors the weekday RTS fixed routes.

Saturday Service Area shows the geographic
area RTS Access serves when providing service
comparable to the Saturday RTS fixed routes in
Monroe County.

Sunday Service Area shows the geographic area RTS
Access serves when providing service comparable to
Sunday RTS fixed routes in Monroe County.
RTS fixed route service runs from 4:41 AM to 2:04 AM
on weekdays, from 4:53 AM Saturday morning to 3:18
AM Sunday morning, and from 4:54 AM Sunday
morning to 2:09 AM Monday morning. The fixed routes
have specific schedules with start times for the first
stop and end times for the last stop. To provide
comparable paratransit service, RTS Access buses run
within the same time-ranges as a specific fixed route
serving the same area. RTS Access customers call and
schedule their time for pickup, but the pickup times
cannot occur outside the time-range corresponding to
a fixed route in that area.

The RTS Fixed Route Schedules are available online at https://www.myrts.com/Maps-Schedules/RTSMonroe/Schedule-pdfs. RTS Access customers can dial 585-224-8330 Option 3 for details about the
available pick-up times.
RTS Access Service Area Map
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Do not assume you are in the paratransit service area on the basis of this map.
Consult with appropriate representatives to determine whether you are in the service area.
Do not consult with anyone outside the appropriate representatives at RTS Access for this determination.

Dial 224-8330 Option 3 to ask about the service area or about
pickup times available for your origin/destination.
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Exhibit #3: Subscription Service
Paratransit Trip Subscriptions
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PARATRANSIT TRIP SUBSCRIPTIONS
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About RTS Access Trip Subscriptions
Based on available capacity RTS Access will offer trip subscriptions to paratransit eligible customers meeting the
conditions described in this document. “Subscriptions” will allow customers to make a one-time phone call to set
up a schedule of repeat trips to the same location at the same time of day. The fare for a trip provided through
Subscription service is identical to the fare of an individually scheduled trip.
In compliance with ADA regulations, Subscriptions will not absorb more than 50% of the number of trips available
at a given time of day, unless there is non-subscription capacity. RTS Access will make the maximum percentage of
Subscription trips available based on capacity. RTS Access will reserve the right to cancel an individual trip or the
entire Subscription if we experience capacity constraints. In that case, we will 1) inform the customer in advance of
a scheduled trip that we are cancelling the Subscription; and 2) instruct the customer to schedule trips separately.
If RTS Access suspends a customer from using RTS Access in accordance with our Paratransit No-Shows and
Service Suspensions process, we will cancel that customer’s Subscription service.
When possible, RTS Access will try to provide the cancellation notice 1 week in advance of the scheduled trip, but
does not guarantee advance notice of 1 week.
It is important for customers to meet our conditions and use the Subscription trips responsibly. If a customer
engages in disqualifying conduct, we will cancel his or her trip Subscription. The purpose of this material is to offer
guidance about the following topics.


The qualifications for trip Subscriptions;



The restrictions on trip Subscriptions;



The disqualifications that prompt us to cancel
Subscriptions; and



Our process for managing Subscriptions

1.0. Required Conditions to Qualify for a Subscription ................................................................................................. 2
1.1. Frequent Identical Travel ............................................................................................................................................................ 2
1.2. Reliability ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
1.3. Unconditional or Conditional Eligibility .................................................................................................................................... 2

2.0. Allowances................................................................................................................................................................... 2
3.0. Restrictions .................................................................................................................................................................. 2
3.1. Capacity, Availability, and Peak Demand ................................................................................................................................. 3
3.2. Service Area ................................................................................................................................................................................ 3
3.3. Major Holidays ............................................................................................................................................................................. 3
3.4. Unique Trips ................................................................................................................................................................................ 3
3.5. Eligibility Certification ................................................................................................................................................................ 3

4.0. Rights Reserved .......................................................................................................................................................... 3
5.0. Subscription Cancellation .......................................................................................................................................... 4
6.0. Disqualifying Conduct ................................................................................................................................................ 4
6.1. Service Suspension .................................................................................................................................................................... 4
6.2. Repeatedly Cancelling Trips ...................................................................................................................................................... 4
6.3. Failure to Maintain Conditions ................................................................................................................................................... 4

7.0. Expectations ................................................................................................................................................................ 5
8.0. Managing Subscriptions ............................................................................................................................................ 5
8.1. Customers with Subscriptions and Conditional Eligibility Certification ................................................................................ 5
8.2. Tracking Qualified Customers ................................................................................................................................................... 5
8.3. Offering Subscriptions ............................................................................................................................................................... 5
8.4. Revoking Subscriptions ............................................................................................................................................................. 5
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1.0. Required Conditions to Qualify for a Subscription
We will offer Subscriptions to customers who meet the following conditions:
1. A pattern of frequent identical travel; and
2. A pattern of reliable travel; and
3. A paratransit eligibility certification of either Unconditional or Conditional and current (unexpired).
We will rely on the travel data in our paratransit scheduling system (Trapeze PASS).
1.1. Frequent Identical Travel
The customer must take trips with the same origin and destination, same pick-up or drop-off time on the
same day(s) of the week. These are identical trips. The travel data must show that the customer takes 2 or
more identical trips per week for a minimum of 3 consecutive months in the current year.
1.2. Reliability
Reliability means all of the following:
 No cancellations of any kind (advance or late) in 6 consecutive months or more.
 No “Single No-Shows” in 6 consecutive months or more. Single No-Shows are explained in the
Paratransit No-Shows and Service Suspensions procedure.
 No “Service Suspensions” in 6 consecutive months or more. Service Suspensions are explained in the
Paratransit No-Shows and Service Suspensions procedure.
1.3. Unconditional or Conditional Eligibility
Conditional certifications must be current to be valid. Expired certifications are excluded. If a customer has a
trip Subscription but allows the Conditional eligibility certification to expire, we will revoke the trip
Subscription privilege on the date of expiration. Customers with extensions will still have the ability to use
paratransit service without the Subscription (customers must schedule each trip).

2.0. Allowances
We will allow customers to put Subscriptions on hold for up to 3 months. When a Subscription is on hold, the
customer can stop using the Subscription temporarily without penalty. The customer must notify the
Subscription Coordinator of the start date and stop date for the hold. If the customer does not resume
Subscription use after the specified date, the customer will lose the Subscription privilege.

3.0. Restrictions
Paratransit is a shared ride service and must reasonably satisfy non-subscription demand. The distribution of
service is affected by operational costs, performance standards, customer demand, scheduling logistics, and
physical capacity. The following restrictions will apply to Subscriptions in an effort to balance service
distribution.
Subscription service will not exceed more than 50% of the number of trips available at a given time
of day, unless there is non-subscription capacity.
2. Subscription trips will not run outside the service area and will not run on major holidays.
3. Subscriptions will not be available for unique trips, for short-term situations, or during hours or
days with peak demand.
4. Subscriptions will not be available to customers with Seasonal or Temporary eligibility
certifications.
Sections 3.1 through 3.5 will explain each restriction in more detail.
1.
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3.1. Capacity, Availability, and Peak Demand
RTS Access will make the maximum percentage of Subscription trips available to qualifying customers
according to the non-subscription capacity for trips during a particular day and time. For example, if we have
the capacity to provide 50 complementary paratransit trips between 8:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m. on Mondays,
then the maximum percentage available for Subscription trips is 50% (or 25 trips).
If our capacity for non-subscription paratransit trips during that period increases, the percentage of
Subscription trips will also increase. We will add customers who qualify for a Subscription to a waiting list if
their trip occurs on particular days or times when RTS Access experiences capacity constraints and cannot
absorb additional riders. When our capacity allows an increase in Subscription riders during a particular day
and time, RTS Access will contact the appropriate number of customers on the waiting list and schedule the
Subscription trip. Customers on a waiting list can expect to wait 6 to 9 months for the necessary capacity to
become available.
Availability of Subscriptions will not affect general paratransit service and will not affect the eligibility
determination process for general paratransit.
We will reduce or exclude Subscriptions from days or times with high non-subscription ridership demand.
High demand for Subscription trips is defined as exceeding 50% of the RTS Access system capacity, unless
there is non-subscription capacity. Demand may fluctuate seasonally.

Subscription service availability during peak work times may be limited and/or priority given to customers
who use the Subscription service for work trips.
3.2. Service Area
Subscription service will be available within the core ADA service area only.
3.3. Major Holidays
RTS Access does not provide Subscription service on these major holidays: New Year’s Day, Memorial Day,
July 4th, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day. RTS Access does not provide Subscription service
on any day that RTS determines is a holiday (i.e. floating holiday).
3.4. Unique Trips
Subscription service will only apply to identical trips that repeat 2 or more times per week. For example,
routine travel to the same facility for a standing appointment on Tuesdays and Thursdays each week will
qualify for a Subscription. Unique trips that vary from week to week (a different destination, a different pickup, different times, or different days of the week) must be scheduled each time and will not be included in a
Subscription. Subscription and non-subscription customers alike must call and reserve each unique trip.
3.5. Eligibility Certification
Subscriptions are not issued to customers with Temporary, Seasonal, or expired Conditional eligibility
certifications. Subscription service will be available only to customers with Unconditional or current
Conditional paratransit eligibility certifications. If a customer’s certification expires and is not renewed we
will cancel his/her Subscription. If the customer’s service is subsequently extended and renewed, he/she will
need to requalify for Subscription service. In the interim, the customer will be able to schedule individual
trips in accordance with the ADA requirements and the RTS Access process.

4.0. Rights Reserved
Along with restrictions, RTS Access will reserve the right to discontinue Subscription service if we cannot
provide it while maintaining efficiency in our runs and service. If necessary, we may place Subscription
service on hold temporarily for a period of up to 3 months. To preserve operational feasibility, we may
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modify the Subscription trip’s time within a 20-minute range. When possible, we will notify the customer 1
week prior to putting the change into effect.

5.0. Subscription Cancellation
A “Subscription Cancellation” will apply to customers with a Subscription. Any of the following issues will
result in cancellation of a person’s existing Subscription service:
1. Service Suspension.
2. A chronic trend of cancelling Subscription trips—as explained in section 6.2.
3. Failure to maintain the required conditions:
a. Identical and frequent travel
b. Usage of Subscription
c. Reliability (see section 1.2 Reliability on page 2)
d. Current Eligibility certification
After we notify the customer that we are cancelling the Subscription, the customer must call to schedule all
trips—identical or unique—until we extend another offer for a Subscription. The customer must re-qualify to
be added to the waiting list. We will offer the next available Subscriptions to qualified customers based on our
capacity and their position on the waiting list.

6.0. Disqualifying Conduct
6.1. Service Suspension
If a customer is suspended, the suspension will apply to all trips, including Subscription trips. The 2nd time a
customer gets a “Repeated No-Show Violation” in the same year we will cancel his/her Subscription and
tell the customer the date to begin scheduling every trip. Repeated No-Show Violations are explained in the
Paratransit No-Shows and Service Suspensions procedure. If the customer meets the conditions for a new
Subscription, we will contact the customer. If we do not have capacity, we will add the customer to a
Subscription waiting list.
6.2. Repeatedly Cancelling Trips
Each Subscription will have a trip allotment based on the customer’s needs, such as whether the trip is oneway or round trip and frequency each month. For example, one Subscription may have a round trip that
occurs 20 times per month, while another Subscription may have a one-way trip that occurs 12 times per
month. We will apply a 5% threshold for advance cancellations on Subscription trips. We will run monthly
reports to check on the rate of advance cancellation. If a customer cancels 5% of the trip allotment over 3
consecutive months, a pattern of cancellation is developing. We will issue a warning letter telling the
customer to increase Subscription trip usage to avoid losing the Subscription. If the cancellation pattern
persists without improvement for the next 3 consecutive months, we will notify the customer and cancel the
Subscription.
6.3. Failure to Maintain Conditions
A. When a customer accepts an offer of a Subscription and completes the reservation process, the
Subscription trips will have an agreed upon time, location, day of the week, and frequency. After the
Subscription is active, it will not be modified. The customer will be responsible for complying with
his/her trip parameters. If the parameters of the trip change, we will cancel the Subscription.
B. If a customer allows his or her Conditional certification to expire, we will cancel the Subscription.
C. If the customer’s eligibility status changes from Conditional to Temporary or Seasonal, we will cancel the
Subscription.
D. When a customer receives a Service Suspension, we will cancel the Subscription.
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7.0. Expectations
We expect customers to follow the rules outlined in the most current version of our Paratransit No-Shows
and Service Suspensions procedure. We expect all customers to follow the rules for Subscriptions:
1. Cancel a trip at least 2 hours before the “Pickup Period” begins (advance cancellation). The Pickup
Period is explained in the Paratransit No-Shows and Service Suspensions procedure.
2. Keep advance cancellations to a minimum and less than the 5% threshold.
3. Regularly use allotted Subscription trips.
4. Show up for scheduled trips with the “5-Minute Waiting Period” as explained in the Paratransit NoShows and Service Suspensions procedure.
We expect that customers with Subscriptions will notify us when they no longer need a Subscription.

8.0. Managing Subscriptions
8.1. Customers with Subscriptions and Conditional Eligibility Certification
The Subscription Coordinator will issue a letter to the customer 60 days before the customer’s Conditional
eligibility certification expires. The letter will remind the customer to recertify to maintain the eligibility
condition for paratransit and for Subscription service.
If the customer does not recertify in 30 days, the Subscription Coordinator will issue a 2nd letter warning the
customer that he/she will lose the Subscription and the ability to use RTS Access if the certification expires.
If another month elapses and the certification expires, the Subscription Coordinator will cancel the
Subscription. RTS Access will notify the customer that he/she cannot use RTS Access paratransit service
until he/she has re-established eligibility.
A. Extensions
If the customer calls the ADA Certification Coordinator and requests an extension of time to obtain
approval of their conditional eligibility certification, the extension will apply to standard paratransit
service only. An extension will not apply to Subscriptions. As soon as the customer’s certification lapses, we
will cancel the Subscription.

8.2. Tracking Qualified Customers
The Subscription Coordinator will use the data from the paratransit scheduling system (Trapeze PASS), the
paratransit eligibility system (PES), and the Customer Relationship Management system (Salesforce) to
confirm whether customers meet the conditions for Subscription service. As long as capacity exists, we will
add customers who meet the conditions for Subscription service to the trip. If there is insufficient capacity,
we will add customers to the waiting list.
8.3. Offering Subscriptions
If RTS Access has capacity to offer a Subscription, the Subscription Coordinator will select the next customer
who requires a trip in the available day/time slot from the waiting list. The Subscription Coordinator will
issue a letter informing the customer that he/she will be added to the Subscription. The letter will outline the
required conditions, restrictions, and actions that will result in losing the Subscription.
8.4. Revoking Subscriptions
If a customer incurs a Service Suspension, the Subscription Coordinator will issue a letter notifying the
customer that his/her Subscription service will be cancelled. The letter will include the date the cancellation
is effective.
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1.0 Purpose
This plan documents the public involvement process and procedures of the Rochester Genesee Regional
Transportation Authority (RGRTA). If requested, a Spanish translation of this plan will be provided. Those
who are blind or have low vision may request a large type format or Braille version of the plan.
Additionally, the plan is available on the RGRTA website at www.myRTS.com.

2.0 RGRTA’s Current Business Profile
RGRTA is comprised of nine subsidiary transportation service companies, the largest of which is Regional
Transit Service. One of these subsidiaries, RTS Access, provides comparable complementary paratransit
service in Monroe County.
Ridership

Service Area Pop.

Employees

Annual Miles

17.7 Million Total
RTS (16.5 Million)

1,191,689 Total
RTS (749,600)

900+ Total
RTS (624)

11 Million Total

421
Total

Fleet Size
RTS (219) RTS Genesee (12)
RTS Access (53) RTS Livingston (22)
RTS Ontario (42) RTS Orleans (7)
RTS Seneca (10) RTS Wyoming (14)
RTS Wayne (42)

3.0 Language Assistance
Data gathered by our paid market research consultant has indicated that bi-lingual customers of our
largest subsidiary, Regional Transit Service (RTS), are not experiencing difficulty using our system,
communicating with our staff, or reading our schedules and informational materials used to guide and
inform our customers. Nonetheless, RGRTA acknowledges that, with a ridership of over 17.7 million and a
service area population of 1,191,689, the likelihood of limited English proficient customers certainly
exists. This Public Participation Plan was created to encourage community involvement while meeting
needs for language assistance for Limited English Proficient customers.

4.0 American’s with Disabilities Act (ADA)
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990 encourages the involvement of people with disabilities
in the development and improvement of transportation and paratransit services. In accordance with ADA
guidelines, all meetings conducted by RGRTA take place in locations that are accessible to persons with
mobility limitations.
When necessary to ensure effective communication, auxiliary aids and services are furnished to allow a
person with a disability to participate, unless an undue burden or fundamental alteration would result.
“Auxiliary aids” include such services or devices as qualified interpreters, assistive listening headsets,
television captioning, and decoders, telecommunication devices for deaf persons (TDDs), videotext
displays, readers taped text, brailed materials, and larger print materials. RGRTA public meeting notices
specify that special accommodations will be provided upon request.

5.0 Public Participation
The vision of RGRTA is to be the preferred transportation choice. To achieve this vision, it is incumbent
upon the Authority to provide an affordable and accessible, high quality transportation service to the
constituents of its service area. Essential to creating transportation service that meets these fundamental
transportation needs is an open, responsible organization that provides clear and timely messaging about
services, is transparent in process, and encourages input through an inclusive involvement process. This
open communication and involvement is expressed unequivocally to all customers as well as to
community leaders and transit stakeholders from the business, social services, and institutional sectors.
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To ensure that citizen input occurs on a regular basis, public meetings are scheduled routinely and in the
event of special projects. The advent of new technologies has afforded RGRTA the opportunity to interact
with and seek involvement from members of its service area more broadly than in the past. Social media,
texting, and email are invaluable tools for soliciting input about the needs and desires of the community,
thereby allowing the Authority to gather public input to tailor programs and initiatives to serve the
citizens in the area.
5.1. Social Media, Email and Text Outreach

RGRTA uses social media, text messages, and email newsletters to interact with individuals, groups,
businesses, and strategic partners to improve customer satisfaction. Social media and direct email
communication is used as a method of public participation as well as information sharing and
gathering.
5.2. Public Website

RGRTA provides transparency into the organization through the posting of minutes and other
governance related documents on its website (www.myRTS.com). The website is also utilized for
customer outreach and includes an interactive route planner, a “Special Projects and Route Planning”
section and comment submission capabilities.
The website provides basic information about RGRTA, including the most up to date information
regarding fares, schedules, events, programs, and news. All public workshops, information meetings,
and hearings are advertised on the RGRTA website. The website is also used as a medium in which
customers and the public can provide comments during a study.
5.3. Digital & Newspaper Advertisements, and News Releases

To solicit participation, these media are used to advertise changes in fares and service, as well as the
meetings and hearings associated with such changes. These mediums are also used to advertise and
disseminate information about RGRTA that at times may be strictly informational only and may not
require public participation.
5.4. Meetings

Public information meetings are valuable for offering information, gathering community input, raising
community awareness, and for developing trust and a sense of partnership with the community. For
RGRTA, public information meetings are held in the following formats:
5.4.A. Neighborhood Meetings

These meetings are intended to offer information and gather input from residents living directly
around the RGRTA campus in the City of Rochester. The Authority has fostered a strong
relationship with the Beechwood Neighborhood Coalition, the North East Main Neighbors United,
and the East Main Street Business Association.
RGRTA often provides slides and image boards to illustrate topics of discussion. Participants are
encouraged to ask questions of RGRTA staff members in attendance. Questions are answered
during the meeting or, when needed, in-depth answers are provided as a follow up to the
meeting. All customer and community feedback are entered into our Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) tool.
Neighborhood meetings are advertised by the neighborhood association via email to its
membership as well as on its website. RGRTA also mentions its attendance at neighborhood
meetings on its social media outlets.
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5.4.B. Public Meetings

Notices for public meetings are advertised on the RGRTA website, and via other social media
outlets, as well as in buses, on bus shelters and community bulletin board locations in the service
area where the meeting is scheduled to take place. Targeted customers may be sent an email,
text, or direct mail communication regarding information meetings thought to be of particular
interest to them. For example, a meeting seeking to provide information to and receive input
from the paratransit community would be promoted by sending email or direct mail
communication to all registered paratransit customers in addition to the general postings in the
community and on the Authority website and Facebook and Twitter page.
1. PUBLIC LISTENING/INFORMATION SESSIONS
The sessions are held at handicap accessible facilities at varying times during the day to
accommodate the schedules of those interested in attending. Meetings are facilitated by
members of the RGRTA Service Planning Department along with staff from the
Communications & Marketing Department and other relevant staff members as appropriate
for the issue at hand.
Public Information Sessions typically include an American Sign Language Interpreter. If
attendees request the presence of one or more language interpreters, or request other
auxiliary aids, those are provided as well.
2. PUBLIC MEETING PRESENTING DRAFT ALTERNATIVES
As routes are revised, customer input is collected and incorporated where possible. A public
meeting is held for presenting draft route adjustment alternatives. These meetings are held
at an accessible facility. Public meetings presenting draft Alternatives are facilitated by
members of the RGRTA Service Planning Department along with staff from the
Communications & Marketing and Customer Service Departments and other relevant staff
members as appropriate for the issue at hand.
3. PUBLIC NOTIFICATION OF FINAL RECOMMENDATIONS
If a recommended route adjustment does not require a public hearing, final
recommendations are posted on RGRTA’s website along with a timetable for
implementation.
5.4.C. Public Hearings

If a formal public hearing is required, a presentation will be made that provides information about
the need and purpose of the proposal being presented.
Members of the public are invited to register to speak at the hearing or to submit written
comments. The presentation will also be posted on the Authority’s website and the public will be
able to submit written comment for at least 3 days following the hearing.
Basic questions regarding the proposal may be addressed during the hearing at the discretion of
the presenter; however, detailed questions will be answered in writing and posted on the
Authority’s website within a reasonable amount of time after the close of the public comment
period. These questions and answers will be made a part of the official transcript of the
proceeding. Public hearings are facilitated by staff from the Communications & Marketing
Department along with members of the Service Planning Department, other relevant staff and a
member, or members, of the Executive Management Team.
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These meetings are advertised as public hearing notices in the local daily newspaper, the
Democrat and Chronicle, as well as on the RGRTA website, via social media posts, signage on
buses, news releases issued to local media outlets, and invitations to customers and special
groups. When prudent, paid public hearing notices will also run in the community newspapers
prevalent to the affected town or village. Paid advertisements include contact information about
the availability of language assistance.
All attendees are asked to register their attendance regardless of whether they have asked to
speak. RGRTA will provide all attendees with a comment card for their use. Public hearings are
recorded by a stenographer so that the meeting, along with all written commentary, questions,
and answers are recorded and made a part of the public record. The entire record of the hearing
is presented to the RGRTA Board of Commissioners before a decision is made on the proposal.
RGRTA will provide a report of all public comments received, RGRTA’s responses to the
comments, and any recommended changes in the proposal because of public comment to the
Board of Commissioners. The report will be posted to the website. The Board of Commissioners
may authorize the implementation of the changes or may direct other action.
5.4.D. Open House – RTS/Paratransit

These meetings are intended to offer information and gather input from customers and
community stakeholders about RTS service. They are held on a quarterly basis in various
accessible locations around the RTS service area and are typically facilitated by members of the
Communications & Marketing Department, the Customer Service Department, and a member or
members of the Executive Management and Leadership Teams. Some RTS Open Houses have a
scheduled topic for discussion that is publicized before the meeting and others are conducted as
an open forum to address any issues that members of the public bring forth. RGRTA will track the
customer feedback received during the open houses in our Customer Relationship Management
System and customers are contacted, if they indicate they would like a follow up regarding their
concern or question within 1 week after the open house is held. Future consideration may be
given to host these “open forum” meetings virtually in an on-line chat format to allow even
greater public participation.
5.4.E. Informal Community Meetings

These meetings are held at the request of specific community groups who take on the
responsibility of advertising the meeting and inviting the participants. RGRTA personnel make
every effort to provide complete, accurate, and timely information at these opportunities.
Questions asked and concerns raised that cannot be resolved at the meeting will be resolved
afterward and the resolution communicated to those in attendance, either in written form by the
project manager or at a follow-up meeting. Meeting organizers are encouraged to inform RGRTA
meeting planners of the need for language assistance service prior to the meeting so that
arrangements can be made. Some of the meetings of this nature are held to gain public input,
while others are organized to provide instruction on how to ride the bus.
5.5. Regional Customers

In addition to RTS and RTS Access, RGRTA is comprised of seven regional transportation subsidiaries.
They are RTS Genesee, RTS Livingston, RTS Ontario, RTS Orleans, RTS Seneca, RTS Wayne, and RTS
Wyoming. RGRTA provides information to and seeks commentary from customers residing in the
communities serviced by these transit subsidiaries utilizing the same methods employed by RTS. In
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addition, regional bus schedules printed in Spanish (paper and electronic format) are made available in
those regions with a high Hispanic population, as are bus shelter schedule information posters. A “How
to Enjoy the Ride Guide” (paper format) is also distributed by the regional subsidiaries.

6.0 Equity Impact or Fare Changes
RGRTA undertakes public participation and outreach process for
1. Major service changes determined to have disparate impact; or
2. Major service changes determined to have disproportionate burden; or
3. Fare changes.
This process includes public outreach, solicitation of public comment, and public hearing.
RGRTA will translate materials into, and provide translation services for, the language of any LEP language
group as specified in the Language Assistance Plan.
Special promotional fares are not included in the requirements of this section.
6.1. Public Outreach

RGRTA posts information and accepts comments regarding the proposed changes in person (written or
verbal), on its website, and via the USPS mail. RGRTA will:
a. Hold multiple public information meetings in affected communities;
b. Hold stakeholder group meetings; and
c. Present changes to elected government officials.
RGRTA will consider the population likely to be affected and the resources available to determine how
best to enhance participation by affected minority, low-income, and/or LEP persons. The purpose of
these efforts is to include minority, low-income, and LEP populations in the planning stages.
6.2. Soliciting of Public Comment

RGRTA will disseminate information, solicit public comment, and respond to public comment on transit
service and fare changes to the extent reasonable and practical.
Fare changes or major service changes are submitted to the RGRTA Board of Commissioners upon an
initial round of public discussion.
6.3. Public Hearing

Anytime RGRTA conducts a public hearing, the RGRTA Board of Commissioners will authorize formal
solicitation of public commentary. RGRTA will conduct public hearings for situations including, but not
limited to, a major service change found to have either a disparate impact or a disproportionate
burden, or a proposed fare change.
RGRTA will publish a notice of the proposed change(s) in newspapers of general circulation and, if
applicable, in newspapers oriented to the specific groups or communities affected and in buses. Such
published notices will include the date, time, and location of any public hearings.
Not sooner than 30 days after the notices are published and posted at least one public hearing shall be
held.
RGRTA will provide a report of all public comments received, RGRTA’s responses to the comments, and
any recommended changes in the proposal because of public comment to the Board of
Commissioners. The Board of Commissioners may authorize the implementation of the changes or
may direct other action. Final public notice of major changes in service or any changes in the fare
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structure will be given via the methods stated above.

7.0 Proposed Minor Route/Schedule Changes or Route Overhaul Projects
7.1. Route Overhaul Projects

RGRTA’s Service Planning Department will hold two or three Public Listening/Information Sessions to
get initial input from customers about the route. Communications & Marketing will notify the media
about the sessions and publicize the sessions through social media, on buses, email and text messages.
Communications & Marketing solicits public input through all its communication channels: social
media, online, phone, and in person.
Then, the Service Planning Department will hold two to three Public Meetings Presenting Draft
Alternatives to show proposals and get feedback. Finalized route overhaul changes are posted on the
website and communication through the Communications & Marketing Department during regular
quarterly schedule change communications.
7.2. Minor Route and Schedule changes

Except when impossible because of an emergency condition, advance notice of not less than two
weeks will be given to the affected public of minor route and schedule changes. Methods of providing
such notice include but are not limited to: distribution of revised timetables, handouts, posted notices
and/or media releases. In addition, one month's advance notice of any permanent route change will
be provided to the elected officials representing any affected local government entity.

8.0 Additional Participation Tools
8.1. Language Line

In order to be responsive to the language needs of its constituency, RGRTA has established a Language
Line account, which provides the Authority with reliable and swift access to interpreter services in
more than 100 languages.
8.2. Spanish Bus Schedules

All RTS Route schedules are complemented with Spanish language translations, when requested by
customers.
8.3. Comment Cards

Comment Cards are used to solicit customer input on specific complaints, suggestions, compliments,
and questions. The feedback is tracked within the Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system.
8.4. Post Cards

Self-addressed post cards are handed out to the public at key locations (park & ride stops, high volume
stop and shelter locations) to facilitate customer response on specific issues.
8.5. TTY

The RGRTA Customer Service Department provides a TTY line for customers who are deaf or hard-ofhearing.
8.6. Braille

RGRTA utilizes a Braille translation service for customers who require Braille translated printed
materials. These are provided upon request.
8.7. Large Print Brochures / myRTS.com Font Size & Screen Reader

Large print format is available upon request for materials. The www.myRTS.com font size can be
enlarged and is compatible with online screen readers to assist customers with low-vision or vision
loss.
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1.0. RTS Fixed Route Service Changes
RTS fixed route service may undergo route overhauls, service changes, or major service changes. The RTS
system may undergo system-wide adjustments or incorporate new products.
A Major Service Change is a change or changes in any RTS fixed route other than a subsidized route extension,
an experimental route, or an express transfer service route that either:



Changes the number of service hours operated on a route by 25% or more; OR
Changes the length of the route structure by 25% or more. Route structure refers to the section out of a
route based on map coverage rather than based on vehicle miles.
A Route Overhaul improves service efficiencies, aligns service profiles to current customer volume and
destination demands, and integrates changes in the operating environment into the route structure.
The change may result in the reduction of service, the expansion of service, or alteration of the service area.
Whenever RTS implements a service change that affects its routes or service area, the change will be
replicated in the RTS Access complementary paratransit service area.

2.0. Reductions to RTS Access Service Area
If an RTS fixed route service change reduces the service area for RTS Access complementary ADA paratransit,
RTS Access will identify the customers affected and issue a written notification to each customer explaining
the change. The notification will include a list of alternate transportation providers.
RTS Access will strive to notify impacted customers at least 30 days before the effective date of the change.
Impacted customers will have an interim period of at least 120 days from notification or 90 days from the
effective date—whichever is later. Customers may use the interim period to implement new arrangements to
meet their travel needs while continuing to schedule trips with RTS Access to destinations affected by the
service change. After the interim period ends, RTS Access will schedule trips within the defined service area
only.
It will be the customer’s responsibility to arrange for alternate transportation to reach pick-up points within
the RTS Access service area or to travel from the RTS Access service area to any destination outside the
service area.
Customers will be asked to provide signed acknowledgement regarding the change and their responsibilities.
RTS Access may also contact affected customers via IVR audio to notify them about the change, to notify them
about the requirement to make alternative arrangements within the interim period, and to relay information
about alternate transportation providers.
RTS Access will log when an affected customer is notified and whether the customer provided the
acknowledgement as requested. Customers who do not provide acknowledgement will still be subject to the
service change.
RTS Access will not grant extensions or retro-activity.
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1.0. Overview
RTS Access expects customers to use their trips. If a customer fails to use booked trips repeatedly, the
customer will get a service suspension. A “Service Suspension” is a temporary period when the customer
cannot use RTS Access service.
After booking a trip, the customer gets a pickup period. A “Pickup Period” is the 20-minute window of time
RTS Access assigns to a customer and during which the bus is scheduled to arrive to pick up the customer for
the trip. After the Pickup Period begins, the Bus Operator will wait 5 minutes for the customer to show up for
the scheduled ride. The “5-Minute Waiting Period” is the amount of time an RTS Access Bus Operator must
wait for the customer to appear for the scheduled pickup. The waiting period cannot start before the start of
the Pickup Period. If the Bus Operator arrives before the Pickup Period begins, the Bus Operator will not start
the 5-Minute Waiting Period until the Pickup Period begins.
A “Single No-Show” occurs when the customer fails to show up during the 5-Minute Waiting Period for pickup
by RTS Access. A customer must cancel an unwanted trip 2 hours before pickup. A “Late Cancellation” occurs
when the customer cancels a trip less than 2 hours before the Pickup Period begins. For the purposes of this
service suspension process, a Late Cancellation is also considered a Single No-Show.
If the customer commits a Single No-Show 3 times in one month, we will check whether the customer breaks
our rule for using booked trips. We will look at the number of trips for the month and the number of Single NoShows. A “Repeated No-Show Violation” occurs when a customer accumulates 3 or more No-Shows equal to
5% of the trips scheduled in 1 month. The accumulation of Repeated No-Show Violations serves as the basis
for Service Suspension.
2.0. Service Suspensions
We will add up the number of times a customer has a Repeated No-Show Violation in 1 year, starting on
January 1 and ending on December 31. After the 2nd time, we will give the customer a Service Suspension. The
number of days that the customer is suspended will increase until the 5th time.
Repeated No-Show Violations in 1 Year

1st

Time =

2nd Time =
3rd Time =
4th Time =
5th Time =
Each Additional Time =

Penalty

Warning Letter
5 Day Service Suspension
Trip Subscription Cancelled
10 Day Service Suspension
15 Day Service Suspension
20 Day Service Suspension
20 Day Service Suspension

PLEASE SEE THE METHOD AND EXAMPLE FOR CALCULATING REPEATED NO-SHOW VIOLATIONS ON PAGE 2.

3.0. Notifying Customers About Single No-Shows
When customers do not show up for a trip (Single No-Show), they will receive an automated phone message
informing them of the missed trip. The customer will also get a postcard about the missed trip(s). Customers
can call RTS Access to discuss the missed trip and correct errors, confirm information, or explain how the trip
was missed due to reasons beyond their control.
4.0. Reminding Customers About the Rules
We will send postcards to remind customers about the rules for trips and Single No-Shows as necessary. The
first time the customer gets a Repeated No-Show Violation, we send will send a Warning Letter to the
customer. The letter will explain the rules and explain that we will give the customer a Service Suspension for
the next Repeated No-Show Violation. The letter will give a phone number (585-654-0647) that customers can
call if they have questions or need guidance on how to use the service.
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5.0. Suspending Customers
We will send a Notice of Suspension letter the 2nd time a customer gets a Repeated No-Show Violation for the
year. The letter will list the Single No-Shows and Repeated No-Show Violations for the year, explain the
penalty, and explain when the suspension starts and ends. Service Suspensions will start 14 days after the date
defined in the letter. The letter will be mailed the same day through USPS. We will include a copy of our rules
and procedures (“Paratransit No-Shows and Service Suspensions”), the form for appealing a service
suspension (“Notice of Intention to Appeal Service Suspensions”) and the process for appeals “Paratransit
Appeals Process and Procedures”).
6.0. Appealing Service Suspensions
If the customer files an appeal before the suspension start date, we postpone the suspension during the appeal
process. We must receive the completed “Notice of Intention to Appeal Service Suspensions” form no later
than 14 days from the date in body of the “Notice of Suspension” letter. We will conduct the appeal according
to the RTS Access Paratransit Appeal Process and Procedures.
7.0. Giving Customers Our Procedures
If we revise our procedure for suspensions, we will send the new version to existing customers. We will send
the procedure to customers each time we recertify or determine eligibility.
8.0. Supporting Details
Method for Calculating Repeated No-Show Violations: Every customer starts the calendar year on January
1 with zero Repeated No-Show Violations. Every customer starts the 1st day of a month with zero No-Shows.
At the end of each month, we will follow these steps to calculate Single No-Shows and any Repeated No-Show
Violations for each customer:
1. Add the Single No-Shows and the Late Cancellations
for the month.

2. Compare the No Shows to 3.
a. If the total is greater than or equal to 3, calculate
the percentage of missed trips.
b. If the total is less than 3, the trip use is
acceptable.
3. Divide the No-Shows by the total Trips in the month.
4. Multiply the total by 100 to calculate the percentage
of Missed Trips. The percentage goes to the second
decimal place; we will not round the value up or
down.
5. Compare the percentage of Missed Trips to 5%.
a. If the Missed Trips are greater than or equal to
5%, the customer will get a Repeated No Show
Violation.
b. If the Missed Trips are less than 5%, the
customer’s trip use is acceptable.
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Single No Shows + Late Cancellations = No Shows in 1 Month

No Shows in 1 Month ≥ 3 = Calculate % Missed Trips
No Shows in 1 Month  3 = Acceptable Trip Use

No Shows in 1 Month  Trips in 1 Month x 100 = % Missed Trips

% Missed Trips ≥ 5% = Repeated No Show Violation
% Missed Trips  5% = Acceptable Trip Use
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We will track Repeated No-Show Violations through the entire calendar year until December 31. The example
shows a pattern of Repeated No-Show Violations and the resulting penalty.
JAN
FEB
MAR
APR

70
40
30
37

Single NoShows
3
3
1
0

MAY

64

4

6.25%

2nd Time

JUN
JUL
SEP
OCT
NOV
DEC

100
88
58
72
43
47

4
3
3
3
0
0

4.00%
3.40%
5.76%
4.20%
0
0

No
No
3rd Time
No
No
No

Trips

Missed % of Trips

Repeated No-Show Violation

Penalty

4.30%
7.50%
3.30%
0

No
1st Time
No
No

None
Warning Letter
None
None
5-day Service Suspension
Trip Subscription Cancelled
None
None
10-day Service Suspension
None
None
None

Missed Trip for Reasons Outside the Customer’s Control: We will not count a missed trip as a Single NoShow if a customer misses a trip for a reason outside his or her control. Example: medical or family
emergency, a pickup scheduled at the wrong location, or a situation where the Bus Operator did not follow the
rules for pickup.
Round Trips: A round trip has 2 scheduled trips — an outgoing trip and a return trip. If the customer fails to
appear for each trip or cancels both trips on short notice, the customer will get 2 No-Shows.
Cancelled Trip Subscriptions: A “Trip Subscription” assigns the customer to recurring trips (same location
at the same time and day). Based on capacity, we will offer subscriptions to customers who take identical trips
frequently, have zero Service Suspensions for 6 months, and have a current Conditional or Unconditional
certification. The 2nd time a customer gets a Repeated No-Show Violation in the same year, we will cancel
his/her trip subscription and tell the customer the date to begin scheduling every trip. If the customer meets
the conditions for a new subscription, we will contact the customer. If we do not have capacity, we will add the
customer to a subscription waiting list.
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1.0. Rules of Conduct
Rochester-Genesee Regional Transit Authority (“RGRTA”) transit vehicles, facilities and properties are
intended to provide public transportation services for the benefit of RGRTA and its subsidiaries, its employees
and the public.
RGRTA, as referenced throughout this document, refers to the Rochester-Genesee Regional Transportation
Authority and its wholly controlled subsidiaries, which include RTS Access as the provider of complementary
paratransit for Monroe County.
Customer use of RTS Access paratransit service is subject to compliance with RGRTA’s Rules of Conduct for
Transit Vehicles, Facilities, and Properties (“Rules”). These Rules are intended to regulate conduct occurring
on RGRTA transit vehicles, within or upon RGRTA facilities and properties, including the RTS Transit Center,
and in connection with RGRTA’s provision of public transportation services. These Rules apply to all transit
conveyances and facilities, including paratransit service.
2.0. Service Suspension due to Prohibited Conduct
On RTS Access, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) permits the suspension of customers from the
service who engage in violent, seriously disruptive or illegal conduct towards other customers (passengers),
Bus Operators, or RTS Access staff, or RGRTA staff. RTS Access customers are responsible for the conduct of
their Personal Care Attendants and/or companions, including children.
3.0. Prohibited Conduct
The following is a partial list of the Rules concerning prohibited conduct. RTS Access customers may be fined
or suspended, as applicable (and criminal conduct may lead to arrest), for engaging in any of the following
prohibited acts:
1. Refusing to allow proper securement of a wheelchair or mobility device.
2. Using any nicotine, tobacco product (i.e. chewing tobacco) or smoking device (including “e-cigarettes” and
“vaping”) except at a designated place. Carrying or holding a lit or smoldering pipe, cigar, or cigarette
except at a designated place.
3. Discarding litter other than in designated receptacles. Dumping and/or discarding any materials
including but not limited to hazardous substances and automotive fluids. Carrying any flammable liquid,
explosive, acid, or other article or material likely to cause harm to others.
4. Producing unreasonable noise, including playing sound-producing devices without earphones,
headphones, or an ear receiver to limit sound to individual listeners.
5. Spitting, expectorating, urinating, or defecating, except in the appropriate plumbing fixtures in restroom
facilities.
6. Hindering or preventing access by causing unreasonable delays in boarding or alighting; or blocking or
partially blocking an aisle or stairway with a package or object; or reclining in more than one seat; or
interfering with or seriously disrupting the provision or use of transit services in any way.
7. Disturbing others by engaging in loud, raucous, unruly, aggressive, violent, harmful, or harassing
behavior.
8. Destroying, defacing, or otherwise damaging RGRTA property or any signs, notices, or advertisements on
transit property.
9. Consuming an alcoholic beverage or having possession of an open container containing an alcoholic
beverage.
10. Carrying or storing any firearm, shotgun, rifle, or other dangerous weapon or article.
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11. Throwing any object at RGRTA transit vehicles, facilities, and properties; or at any person therein; or
within RGRTA transit vehicles, facilities, and properties; or out of any door or window of any RGRTA
transit vehicle.
12. Allowing any animal to occupy a bus seat (unless required by applicable law in the case of a service
animal); or run at large; or block an aisle or exit; or unreasonably disturb others; or leave waste matter;
or interfere with transit-related activities.
13. Eating on RGRTA transit vehicles or in prohibited areas unless required by applicable law.
14. Not wearing shoes and/or clothing, such as shirt, pants, dresses, etc.
15. Distributing, selling, or offering for sale or donation any written or printed material, including books and
pamphlets.
16. Committing any act which tends to create or incite, or creates or incites, an immediate breach of peace,
including, but not limited to fighting; or obscene language and noisy or boisterous conduct tending to
cause a breach of the peace; or personally abusive epithets, or words or language of an offensive,
disgusting or insulting nature, which when addressed to the ordinary citizen are, as a matter of common
knowledge, inherently likely to provoke a violent reaction of fear, anger or apprehension.
17. Engaging in sexual activity with oneself or others.
18. Entering RGRTA transit vehicles, facilities, and properties when lacking the ability—because of illness,
intoxication, or medication(s)—to care for oneself.
19. Engaging in any harassment, defined as acts occurring within or about RGRTA facilities or vehicles: (1)
when a person intentionally and repeatedly harasses another person by following such person in or about
a public place or places or by engaging in a course of conduct or by repeatedly committing acts which
places such person in reasonable fear of physical injury; (2) when a person, with intent to harass, annoy,
or alarm another person (a) strikes, shoves, kicks or otherwise subjects another person to physical
contact, or attempts to or threatens to do the same; or (b) follows a person about in a public place or
places; or (c)engages in a course of conduct or repeatedly commits acts which alarm or seriously annoy
such other person and which serve no legitimate purpose.
4.0. Enforcement
RTS Access reserves the right to suspend customers who engage in violations of the Rules of Conduct for
Transit Vehicles, Facilities, and Properties to the extent permitted by ADA and/or to issue summonses when
such conduct is observed by a police officer or other officer duly designated to issue summonses.
5.0. Appeal Process
Except for suspensions for violent or seriously disruptive conduct, before suspending service, RTS Access will
notify the customer in writing. The notice will identify the specific conduct leading to the suspension and the
duration of the suspension. The customer will have an opportunity to be heard and to present information and
arguments as to why the suspension should not be imposed. Following this process, RTS Access will notify the
customer in writing of the final decision and the reasons for it. In the case of suspensions for violent or
seriously disruptive conduct during a paratransit trip, the suspension will take effect immediately, but the
customer will be entitled to a post-suspension appeal. The same appeal procedures noted above will be
followed.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAL SUSPENSION
Customer Name: _________________________________________________________________
Client ID #: _____________________________________________________________________
I intend to appeal the suspension: _____ In Writing

_____ In Person

If appealing in writing, please provide information specifically stating why the violations charged
are in error. Please include any documentation to support the statements.

If appealing in person RTS Access will call to arrange for a hearing, at a mutually agreed upon
date, no later than 21 days from the date the notice of suspension was issued.
RTS Access will advise you in writing of its decision concerning your appeal within 7 days of
the hearing. The decision of the Appeals Committee is final.
Please mail this completed form to:
RTS Paratransit Services
Appeals Coordinator
1372 East Main Street
Rochester, NY 14609

Page 1 of 1, Effective 03/26/2017

Preliminary Paratransit Plan Draft for Public Comment, 11-02-17
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Exhibit #6: Complaints
Reasonable Modification Complaint Form
ADA Complaint Form
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REASONABLE MODIFICATION COMPLAINT FORM
Version: 1
Effective: 07/13/15

RGRTA
Legal Affairs Department

Mail to:

1372 East Main Street
Rochester NY 14609

If assistance is needed in another language, please call 585.288.1700
Si necesita información en otro idioma, por favor llame al 585-288-1700.

Name:
Address:

Telephone (Home):

Telephone (Work):

Electronic Mail Address:

RTS Service Provider

RTS Monroe

RTS Genesee

RTS Ontario

RTS Seneca

RTS Access

RTS Livingston

RTS Orleans

RTS Wayne

Accessible Format Requirements?

Large Print

Audio Tape

TDD

Other

RTS Wyoming

Section 2
Are you filing this complaint on your own behalf?
If you answer YES, go to Section 3.
If you answer NO, complete Section 2.

Yes

No

Supply the name of the third party and your relationship to the third party.
Name:

Relationship:

Why you are filing a complaint for a third party?

Did you obtain the permission of the aggrieved party to file on his/her behalf?
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Yes

No
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REASONABLE MODIFICATION COMPLAINT FORM
Version: 1
Effective: 07/13/15

Mail to:

RGRTA
Legal Affairs Department

1372 East Main Street
Rochester NY 14609

Date you requested the modification (Month, Day, Year):
How did you make the request?
Explain why the modification is necessary for you to use the RTS service. If you need more space, please attach a
separate sheet.

Identify the period of time for which you need the modification.

Signature and Date Required Below
Signature:
Please submit this form in person at the address below, or mail this form to
RGRTA Legal Affairs Department
1372 East Main Street
Rochester NY 14609
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ADA COMPLAINT FORM
Version: 1
Effective: 03/2017

Mail to:

RGRTA
Legal Affairs Department

1372 East Main Street
Rochester NY 14609

If assistance is needed in another language, please call 585.288.1700.
Si necesita información en otro idioma, por favor llame al 585-288-1700.

Name:
Address:

Telephone (Home):

Telephone (Work):

Electronic Mail Address:

Accessible Format Requirements?

Large Print

Audio Tape

TDD

Other

Section 2
Are you filing this complaint on your own behalf?
If you answer YES, go to Section 3.
If you answer NO, complete Section 2.

Yes

No

Supply the name of the third party and your relationship to the third party.
Name:

Relationship:

Why you are filing a complaint for a third party?

Did you obtain the permission of the aggrieved party to file on his/her behalf?
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ADA COMPLAINT FORM
Version: 1
Effective: 03/2017

Mail to:

RGRTA
Legal Affairs Department

1372 East Main Street
Rochester NY 14609

Date of alleged discrimination based on disability (Month, Day, Year):
Time of alleged discrimination based on disability:
Transit Service
(choose one):

RTS

Bus #:

RTS
Access

RTS
Geneseo

RTS
Livingston

RTS
Ontario

RTS
Orleans

RTS
Wayne

Route Name/Number:

Direction of Travel:

Location of Incident:

Mobility Aid Used (if any):
Explain:
 What happened;
 Why you believe you were discriminated against; and
 Describe all persons who were involved.
If you need more space, please attach a separate sheet.

Provide:
 The name and contact information of the person(s) who discriminated against you (if known); and
 The names and contact information of any witnesses.
If you need more space, please attach a separate sheet.
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ADA COMPLAINT FORM
Version: 1
Effective: 03/2017

Mail to:

RGRTA
Legal Affairs Department

1372 East Main Street
Rochester NY 14609

Have you filed this complaint with any other Federal, State, or local agency, or with any Federal agency or State
court?
Yes
No
If you answer YES, check all that apply:
Federal Court

State Agency

State Court

Local Agency

Please provide information about a contact person at the agency/court where the complaint was filed.
Name:
Title:
Agency:
Address:
Telephone:

Signature and Date Required Below
Signature:
Please submit this form in person at the address below, or mail this form to
RGRTA Legal Affairs Department
1372 East Main Street
Rochester NY 14609
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Exhibit #7: Timely Service
Measuring Service Quality for TOPS
OTP Procedures for RTS Access
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MEASURING SERVICE QUALITY FOR TOPS
Version: 7
Effective: April 01, 2016
Approved: 06/15/2017

Owner: Director of Analytics
Next Review: 03/15/2018
Approver: Christopher Dobson (VP of Transportation
Services)
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This document explains the measurement procedure for the On Time Performance metric in the Service
Performance Index of the Quality Service Delivery strategic pillar.

1.0. Transit Organization Performance Scorecard
RGRTA uses strategic pillars to identify areas essential to
success. RGRTA uses the Transit Organization Performance
Scorecard (TOPS) as a tool to measure and monitor
performance in the strategic pillars.
Each pillar has a correlating performance index, or category,
in the scorecard. Each index contains one to three distinct
performance indicators, or metrics. At regular intervals the
metrics are measured, delivered, and communicated.

1.1. Quality Service Delivery
The Quality Service Delivery pillar uses the Service Performance Index (SPI). SPI uses one success indicator,
on-time performance, for all operations units. The SPI points are allocated between RTS Monroe and RTS
Access based on their respective percentage of the total customers served by the Authority, with the balance
of points allocated evenly amongst the Regionals. As a result, 93% of the SPI points are allocated to RTS
Monroe, 1% to RTS Access, and 6% to the seven regional subsidiary companies combined. SPI is worth a
total of 25 points for two quarters and a total of 30 points for two quarters. Because the Employee
Engagement Index will be measured in Q2 and Q4 only, EEI points were redistributed to SPI and CSI for Q1
and Q3.
SERVICE PERFORMANCE INDEX (SPI)
Scorecard
Points
Business Impact
Purpose
Measurement
Frequency
Success
Indicator
Operations
Units
Service To
Measure
1 of 6

Q1, April - June

Q2, July - Sept.

Q3, Oct. – Dec.

Q4, Jan. - March

30 points

25 points

30 points

25 points

Customers consistently indicate that on-time performance is the most important
element of RTS bus service.
Measure how successful we are at picking up customers at the scheduled time.
Monthly
On-Time Performance (OTP)
Monroe, Access, Genesee, Livingston, Ontario, Orleans, Seneca, Wayne, and Wyoming
RTS Monroe measures OTP for fixed route service. RTS Access is the paratransit service
provider for Monroe County and measures demand response service for OTP. Regional
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MEASURING SERVICE QUALITY FOR TOPS
companies measure OTP on a set of routes with published schedules wherein route
deviation may occur. While Regionals may offer flex route or dial-a-ride service, those
services are not used to measure OTP.

2.0. Goal Setting
Goals and points are determined annually and approved by the start of each fiscal year (April). The historical
performance for each operations unit factor into the goals they are assigned. Goals are approved by the CEO
and presented to the Board of Commissioners at the March Board Meeting prior to the start of the new fiscal
year.

3.0. On-Time Performance Standards
3.1. Definitions
 Fixed Route—service only operates according to pre-defined, published routes and schedules. RTS
Monroe provides fixed route service.
 On Time—bus arrives or departs at a time point within the applicable performance window for its
scheduled time or at the schedule time; also called Normal.
 On-Time Performance (OTP)—is the percentage of service that is running on time within the allowable
window.
 Paratransit—transit for eligible persons in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act where
service is provided at the customer’s request, and is based on a defined service area and scheduled
pickups rather than on fixed routes. RTS Access provides paratransit service in Monroe County.
 Route Deviation—a form of demand response service which operates on a base set of routes with
published schedules, but may deviate up to ¾ of a mile from the base route. The Operator must return to
the point of deviation and then continue on the base route according to the published schedule. All
regional companies conduct some portion of the demand response service with route deviation.
 Valid Time Point—is the exact location and arrival time for the bus.
 Window—the bus is on time if it arrives or departs at a valid time point within a pre-established number
of minutes before or after its scheduled time.
3.2. Performance Windows
Each scheduled time point for a route has a range of minutes, or “window.” When the bus arrives or departs
within the window for the scheduled time point, it is On Time.
Fixed Route

RTS Monroe

2:00 minutes Early to 5:00 minutes Late

Paratransit

RTS Access

10 minutes Late

Route Deviation

RTS Regionals

5 minutes Early to 5 minutes Late | Applies to base route locations only

3.3. Measurement Criteria for Fixed Route and Route Deviation
Published schedules identify the scheduled times and stop locations to customers. Any operations unit with a
published schedule must compare the time they actually arrive at an official route stop location with the
fixed time in their published schedule. All operations units must measure actual arrival time for every stop
location listed in their published schedules.
3.4. Measurement Criteria for Route Deviation
For companies with route deviation, only the time points (stop locations with a published time) on the base
routes are measured for OTP. Regional companies compare the time they actually arrive at the stop location
on the base route with the time in their published schedule.
3.5. Measurement Criteria for Paratransit
Customers call and schedule a pickup time and location in advance. RTS Access Paratransit operations must
compare the time they actually arrive at the arranged location with the scheduled pickup time.
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3.6. Repository for Results
After measurements are collected and calculated, the results for each company must be entered into
designated spreadsheets on the RTS Shared network drive (S drive). The Director of Analytics consolidates
the results in the TOPS subfolders for the current fiscal year in the Analytics network drive.

4.0. Activities
Regional
Managers

Director of RTS
Bus Operations

VP of
Operational
Initiatives

1. Perform measurement or
designate employee(s) to
perform measurement and
report results.







2. Input value into TOPS
Monthly Data spreadsheets
on the Shared network drive.







3. Input values into TOPS
workbooks and score sheets
on the Analytics drive.
4. Verify that the monthly
values are within established
control limits.

Director of
Analytics

CEO







5. Review & discuss final
numbers & issues if
necessary.
6. Provide requested summary
data to CEO.

Leadership



4.1. General Schedule
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1. Managers, Directors, and VPs measure the SPI metrics and input
the values into their spreadsheets on the Shared network drive.
The Director of Analytics consolidates the information into the
TOPS workbook on the Analytics drive.

2nd Friday of the Month

2. The Board of Commissioners holds a meeting.

1st Thursday of the Month

3. The Board reviews quarterly TOPS results during the Board
Meeting.

August, November, February, May
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MEASURING SERVICE QUALITY FOR TOPS
5.0. Tools and Inputs

Federal Transit Administration,
Transit Core Technologies, 09/2007

5.1. About CAD/AVL Technology

Time points

OrbCAD Database

RTS Monroe and RTS Access use a computer aided dispatch and automatic vehicle location (CAD/AVL)
system called OrbCAD. When OrbCAD is functioning normally, radio communications and GPS equipment
broadcast the real-time locations of buses in service. An OrbCAD database (LTDB) captures the timestamp
and location data.
5.2. RTS Monroe
RTS Monroe - Tools
1. OrbCAD system, Radio Communication System and OrbCAD Long-term
Database
2. Operations Report Database
3. RADIAN
4. OpsDailyWorksheetv6.xlsm //rtsfilesvr\shared\DevShare.
5. Route Ranking Summary Vx (deployed from Crystal Reports)
6. RSA by Route Vx – Daily (deployed from Crystal Reports)
7. Measurement of daily RSA.xlsx //rtsfilesvr\shared\On-Time Performance
8. Trapeze FX schedules
9. Trapeze OPS work assignments
10. Trapeze PASS application and reports

RTS Monroe - Inputs

 GPS timestamps /
time points
 Work Schedules

5.3. RTS Access
RTS Access - Tools
1. OrbCAD system, Radio Communication System and OrbCAD Long-term
Database
2. Trapeze PASS application and reports
3. Scheduled pickups
4. Paper manifests
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RTS Access - Inputs
 GPS timestamps/
time points
 Work Schedules
 Operators
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5.4. RTS Livingston
RTS Livingston - Tools
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

RTS Access - Inputs
 GPS timestamps/
time points
 Work Schedules
 Operators

OrbCAD system and OrbCAD Long-term Database
Operations Report Database
RADIAN
LATS RSA by Route Vx (deployed from Crystal Reports)
Paper manifests
Published Schedules

5.5. RTS Ontario
RTS Ontario - Tools

RTS Access - Inputs

1.
2.
3.
4.

Route Match system
Scheduled pickups
RADIAN
On Time Performance – CATS (deployed from Route Match, Fixed Route
Reporting)
5. Paper manifests
6. Published Schedules

 GPS timestamps/
time points
 Work Schedules
 Operators

5.6. RTS Genesee, Orleans, Seneca, Wayne, and Wyoming
Tools
1. Published schedules
2. OTP.xlsx
3. Paper manifests

Inputs
 Regional Managers
 Managers of Operations

 Work Schedules
 Operators

6.0. Auditing and Conformity
Employees with roles associated with Quality and Performance Measurement may audit the collection and
calculation procedures during periodic review. Such audits may occur randomly or when results vary by more
than two standard deviations. For Regional operations units, the audits involve review of the paper manifests
and a check of mathematical accuracy. For operations units using CAD/AVL technology, the audits involve
review of the onboard technology and supporting databases. Regional operations units must collect time
points manually; therefore, data spot checks are conducted to verify compliance with the OTP standards and
best practices are provided for measuring OTP.
6.1. Best Practices for Regional Operations Units
1. Operators must log their actual arrival time at each stop/time listed in the published schedule, whether
or not they pick up a customer.
2. Managers must ensure the fields on the paper manifests match the published schedule locations.
3. Managers must always calculate the same total time points for a route; the total time points are derived
from the published stop locations for that route.
4. Managers may not estimate OTP for fields that are not filled in by the Operator with an actual arrival
time.
5. When Operator’s runs go to “the end of the line,” they must log their actual arrival time AND their actual
departure time.
6. Managers may only use actual arrival times when categorizing and calculating OTP.
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This document explains the collection and calculation procedures for the On Time Performance metric at RTS
Access. These measurements support the Service Performance Index of the Quality Service Delivery strategic pillar.
See Measuring Service Quality for TOPS on the intraweb at Policies & Procedures
(http://policymanager/default.aspx).

1.0. Criteria
Paratransit
Service to Measure

Service is provided at an eligible customer’s request, and is based on a defined service
area and scheduled pickups rather than on fixed routes. RTS Access provides
paratransit service in Monroe County.

Total Sample

Monday – Sunday

Route Randomization

Full population of all service

Arrival Times

Arrival times are used for OTP calculations. Customers call and schedule a pickup
time and location in advance. RTS Access operations must compare the time they
actually arrive at the arranged location with the scheduled pickup time for each
customer.

Window

10 minutes Late

2.0. Goals and Scorecard Points for Fiscal Year 2016-17
In the scorecard, Service Quality will be worth 30 of 100 points in Quarters 1 & 3, and 25 of 100 points in Quarters
2 & 4. The quarterly score includes all operations units. Below are the goals and ranges assigned to RTS Access.
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Access Quarter 1 and Quarter 3

Access Quarter 2 and Quarter 4

95.0%

95.0%

0.33 points

0.27 points

% Range: 90% to 100%

% Range: 90% min. to 100% max.

Point Range: 0.229 min. to 0.425 max.

Point Range: 0.191 min. to 0.354 max.
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OTP PROCEDURES FOR RTS ACCESS
3.0. Collecting and Calculating Time Points
RTS Access buses and Dispatch have the OrbCAD and radio systems. OrbCAD collects and records time point data
throughout the run; the data is sent to Trapeze PASS. Operators also record time point data manually using paper
manifests; the paper manifests serve as a backup source of data. In cases where backup data is needed, the
Dispatcher inputs the data from paper manifests into the Trapeze PASS system. All time-point data, whether
collected automatically from OrbCAD or manually from paper manifests, resides in Trapeze PASS.
The Administrative Assistant uses Trapeze PASS to generate the report that calculates on-time performance.

3.1. Process
A. Dispatchers
1. Distribute Operator manifest sheets to each Operator at the beginning of work.
2. Log on with OrbCAD.
3. Collect completed paper manifests.
4. If failures are noted on the manifests or if Trapeze is missing auto arrival data, input the time points
from the paper manifests into Trapeze PASS.
B. Operators
1. Log on with OrbCAD and complete route.
2. Use Operator manifest sheets as a backup method for recording the pickup times. If OrbCAD or the
radios fail, make a note on the manifest.

The Operator records the actual pickup time in the column, in
the space or above the official scheduled pickup time.
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The Operator indicates if
OrbCAD malfunctions.
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OTP PROCEDURES FOR RTS ACCESS
C. Administrative Assistant
1. On the first day of the month, run the On-Time Compliance Report in Trapeze PASS. The date range is
for the month prior.
2. Save a copy of the On-Time Compliance Report to \\rtsfilesvr\shared\Access\01_Access_OTP\ in the
Reports folder for the year. Name the PDF file by month.
3. Email the On-Time Compliance Report to the Director of Analytics.
If the Administrative Assistant is unavailable, the VP of Operational Initiatives or another designee
performs the process.

3.2. Trapeze PASS (On-Time Compliance Report)
1

3

2

1. Launch Trapeze Reports.
2. Select Productivity Reports > On Time Compliance.
3. Click Process & Run Report.
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OTP PROCEDURES FOR RTS ACCESS
4

4. Select the On Time Compliance parameters specified here and click OK.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

From Date/To Date: select the start and end dates for the month.
Type: select 1 Live
From Route/To Route: select all routes
Report Type: Summary
Group By: Route
Pickup Time Base: Sched. Time


Early/Late: -10/+10

g. Will-Call Time Base: Sched. Time


h.
i.
j.
k.
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Early/Late: -10/+10

Exclude Exception Day: Select
Providers: All
Ada Codes: All
Funding Sources: All
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OTP PROCEDURES FOR RTS ACCESS

5

5. Trapeze provides the On Time Performance Report.
6. Email the value of the Grand Total for column Scheduled Trips LateOnly % On-Time to the Director of
Analytics.

3.3. Formula


Each scheduled time point for paratransit has a window of 10 minutes Late.



Although all time points are tracked, only Late time points are used to calculate on-time performance.



A Late time point is considered Abnormal.



A time point that is on time is considered Normal.

(

)

To do the calculation:
Divide the total number of Late time points by the total number of time points for the month.
Subtract the fraction from 1 and multiply by 100.
Q1% + Q2% + Q3% + Q4% / 4 = Annual %
The quarterly percentages are averaged to calculate the annual percentage.

3.4. Destination for Calculated Data
\\rtsfilesvr\Analytics\ formerly \\rtsfilesvr\R&D\
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MEASURING SERVICE QUALITY FOR TOPS
6.2. Spot Checks
The Director of Analytics and staff may routinely conduct spot checks of OTP data.

7.0. Collection and Calculation Procedures for Operations Units
Specific procedures for the operations units are on the intraweb (http://policymanager/default.aspx).
OTP Procedures for RTS Monroe
OTP Procedures for RTS Access
OTP Procedures for RTS Regionals
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EXHIBITS

Exhibit #8: Pickup Periods for Return Trips and “No
Strand” Policy
Paratransit "No Strand" Policy
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PARATRANSIT "NO STRAND" POLICY
Version: 1
Effective: Not Approved Yet

Next Review: No Review Date
Approved by: Not Assigned

Owner: VP for Operational
Initiatives

Printed or downloaded copies are for reference only. Find the most current version in the
policy management system (PPM). Go to the intraweb and click Policies and Procedures.

1.0. Overview
After booking a trip, the customer is given a “Pickup Period,” which is the 20-minute window of time RTS
Access assigns to a customer during which the bus is scheduled to arrive to pick up the customer for the trip.
After the Pickup Period begins, the Bus Operator will wait 5 minutes for the customer to show up for the
scheduled ride. The “5-Minute Waiting Period” is the amount of time an RTS Access Bus Operator must wait
for the customer to appear for the scheduled pickup. The 5-Minute Waiting Period cannot start before the
start of the Pickup Period. If the Bus Operator arrives before the Pickup Period begins, the Bus Operator will
not start the 5-Minute Waiting Period until the Pickup Period begins. A “Single No-Show” occurs when the
customer fails to show up during the 5-Minute Waiting Period for pickup by RTS Access. A “Late Cancellation”
occurs when the customer cancels a trip less than 2 hours before the Pickup Period begins.
2.0. Final Pickup Periods for Return Trips
RTS Access will establish a “Final Pickup Period” based on the comparable schedule for fixed route service. A
Final Pickup Period is the latest-available, return-trip pickup period that takes into account the likely travel
time for the requested trips and allows the RTS Access Bus Operator to finish transporting customers to their
destinations no later than the latest comparable fixed route drop-off.
RTS Access Schedulers will schedule trips in compliance with the established Final Pickup Period. For
example, if the latest drop-off on a particular RTS fixed route is 10:30 PM, RTS Access could establish a
return-trip Final Pickup Period of 9:50 PM to allow the RTS Access Bus Operator to complete the return trips
by 10:30 PM. In this example, the Scheduler could not reserve a comparable paratransit trip with a pickup
period after 9:50 PM.
RTS Access will not provide return trips after the Final Pickup Period.
3.0. No Strand Policy
RTS Access customers can schedule rides that are one-way or round-trip. A round-trip ride has two
scheduled trips — an outgoing trip and a return trip. Even if the customer cancels or does not appear for the
outgoing trip, RTS Access will provide the return trip as scheduled unless the customer cancels it. If a
customer fails to appear for boarding within the scheduled Pickup Period for a return trip, RTS Access—at
the request of the customer—will attempt, with its available resources, to schedule a return trip so that the
customer is not stranded. In such instances, RTS Access will use its best efforts to schedule a return trip for a
customer who misses the originally scheduled trip, but RTS Access cannot guarantee a Pickup Period in the
event it is able to schedule the trip. Additionally RTS Access will only schedule return trips during regular
service hours. The RTS Access No Strand Policy applies only to the return ride of a round-trip scheduled with
RTS Access.
RTS Access will not provide return service for customers who fail to show up for a return trip scheduled at
the Final Pickup Period (Single No-Show), or when customers book a one-way trip, or for customers who
request to disembark from the vehicle before reaching their scheduled destination. Customers have the
option of calling 585-224-8330, Option 3 to find out whether it is possible to reserve a trip for later that same
day (“Same-day Service”). Same-day trips can be reserved only if space is available and only during regular
service hours. Same-day Service costs $6.00 plus distance-based fare ($1.50 to $4.00). Customers must pay
the RTS Access Bus Operator the exact fare upon boarding; RTS Access cannot transport customers who do
not pay the fare.
Distance to Destination
Distance Fare + Same-day Fare = Total Fare
1 mile or less
$1.50 + $6.00 = $7.50
1 to 3 miles
$1.75 + $6.00 = $7.75
3 to 20 miles
$2.00 + $6.00 = $8.00
Over 20 miles
$4.00 + $6.00 = $10.00
If the Same-day trip is for a destination in the supplemental service area, add $6.00 to the total fare.
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EXHIBITS

Exhibit #9: Time-Line of Implementation
Time-Line of Paratransit Implementation
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Exhibit #10: Eligibility Certification
Paratransit Eligibility
Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification
Paratransit Appeal Process and Procedures
Notice of Intent to Appeal Paratransit Eligibility Determination
Process Maps for Eligibility Certifications and Appeals
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PARATRANSIT ELIGIBILITY
Version: 2
Effective: 07/24/2017

Next Review: 07/24/2018
Approved by: Miguel Velazquez (Chief Operating
Officer)

Owner: VP for
Operational Initiatives

Printed or downloaded copies are for reference only. Find the most current version in the
policy management system (PPM). Go to the intraweb and click Policies and Procedures.

RGRTA provides complementary paratransit services in Monroe County through RTS Access. RTS Access provides
transportation to people who are certified as eligible for it in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
of 1990 (ADA). This document describes the application process, eligibility categories, appeal process,
recertification requirements, and fares for ADA paratransit-eligible passengers (“customers”) and those
accompanying them.
RTS Access paratransit service will be available for use by any of the following persons:
1. Applicants certified as eligible through the application process (“customers”);
2. Eligible visitors from outside the region (for up to a total of 21 days in a 365-day period);
3. Applicants whose complete application was not processed within 21 days of receipt (temporarily until an
eligibility decision is made); and
4. Appellants whose appeal decision is not issued within 30 days of the completion of the appeals process
(temporarily until an appeals decision is made).
1.0. Criteria for Eligibility
In accordance with the ADA and its regulations, Section 37.123(e), a person would be considered ADA eligible
for paratransit service under these circumstances:
1. The person with a disability is unable to board, ride, or disembark from any vehicle in the fixed route
system that is accessible to individuals with disabilities without the assistance of another individual
(excluding the vehicle’s operator).
2. The person with a disability could utilize an accessible vehicle but such a vehicle does not operate on the
route he/she wishes to travel; or, one or more bus stops or transit facilities on the route are not accessible.
3. The person with a disability has a specific impairment related condition that prevents travel to a boarding
location or from a disembarking location on the fixed route system.
A person’s diagnosis or use of a mobility aid will not automatically qualify the person as paratransit eligible.
Decisions on paratransit eligibility will consider the following:
 Whether an applicant—due to his/her disability—is unable to travel on a fixed route system; and
 The level of effort and risk involved for the applicant during such travel.
2.0. Geographic Area
A customer can use RTS Access in the same geographic area that RTS fixed route covers during the same
general hours of service.
Although applicants are not required to live within the RTS Access paratransit service area to be certified as
paratransit eligible, RTS Access will provide paratransit service only to points within its service area. It will be
the responsibility of the customer to arrange for alternate transportation to and from points within the
paratransit service area.
Prior to applying for paratransit eligibility, people can find out whether their anticipated travel is within the
RTS paratransit service area by dialing 585-224-8330, Option #3 from Monday-Friday during business hours.
Note: RTS Access buses cannot back up from driveways or from dead-end streets without cul-de-sacs (circular
areas for turning around).
3.0. Applications, Interviews, and Assessments
A completed application will be required for assessing eligibility but does not guarantee certification of
eligibility. A determination will not be made until the application is complete. It is the applicant’s
responsibility to submit a completed application to RTS Access.
Applicants cannot use RTS Access during the application process. However, RTS Access will grant temporary
use of paratransit service to the applicant should it require longer than 21 days to reach a determination.
1 of 3
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In addition to a complete application, RTS Access may require an interview and/or a functional assessment to
make an accurate eligibility decision. The determination will result after consideration of all information
provided in the complete application—including information from a licensed health care provider authorized
to release such information—and information disclosed during any interviews or assessments.
3.1. Initial Determination
Within 21 days of receiving a fully completed application, RTS Access will issue a written letter explaining
the decision for granting or denying eligibility certification.
If an interview or a functional assessment is required, RTS Access shall schedule the appointments in
advance with the applicant. If the applicant fails to appear for the appointment, the 21-day “clock” stops and
does not start until the date the applicant attends his/her interview/assessment.
3.2. Certification Type
There are four types of eligibility certification: unconditional, conditional, temporary, and seasonal.
Unconditional




Does not expire
Valid for life provided the disability* does not change
Disability* is unlikely to improve during the person’s
lifetime

Temporary




Expires after a specific period
Requires recertification to continue
Short-term disability*

Note: If the disability* does change, RTS Access reserves the right to
require recertification to determine whether there could be a
corresponding change in eligibility.

Conditional





Expires every 3 years
Requires regular recertification
Learning specific skills may allow the person to use fixed
route service for some or all trips
Disability* may improve during the person’s lifetime

Seasonal





Expires every 3 years
Requires regular recertification
Person can ride from October 1 – April 30
External factors affect or influence disability* (such as
shorter daylight hours, freezing temperatures, ice, or
snow)

*Refers to the disability which results in the person being unable to use fixed route service.
If determined eligible, the customer will receive a letter confirming the type of certification granted, a
certification card, and appeal procedures. The certification card shall include the name of the eligible
individual, a photo of the individual, and the contact information for the RTS Access ADA Certification
Coordinator. Cards issued to customers with Temporary, Conditional, or Seasonal Certification will include
an expiration date for eligibility. If the customer indicated on his/her application that he/she may travel with
a personal care attendant, the acronym “PCA” is also printed on the card.
RTS Access will expect eligible customers to show photo ID to the Operator upon boarding the paratransit
vehicle. If the customer does not yet have a phot ID card issued by RTS Access, the customer may use another
recent photo ID (such as a non-driver ID card, photo driver’s license, or passport) during the interim.
If determined ineligible, the person will receive a letter explaining the decision and will receive written
appeal procedures.
3.3. Recertification
The customer is responsible for recertifying by no later than the expiration date to continue use of the
paratransit service. RTS Access will mail written instructions and a recertification application three months
before eligibility certifications expire. It is each customer’s responsibility to provide RTS Access with current
mailing and contact information to ensure receipt of such materials. Recertification involves submitting the
required written materials and may include a functional assessment.
Note: A prior eligibility certification does not guarantee continued eligibility.
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Customers must complete the recertification process before or by no later than the expiration date. RTS
Access will issue the customer a new certification card. RTS Access may deny service to customers with
expired eligibility certification.
4.0. Appeals
An eligibility decision may be appealed in accordance with the paratransit appeal process and procedures. The
procedure is provided with the letter granting or denying certification. Appellants must file the appeal within
60 calendar days from the date of the letter granting or denying certification. The appellant shall be given an
opportunity to present his/her grounds for appeal at a hearing before a Paratransit Appeals Committee. The
appellant may choose to have a representative in attendance at the hearing. The Committee will issue a final
written decision on an appeal within 30 calendar days after the appeals process is complete.
5.0. Visitors
Individuals with disabilities who do not reside in the jurisdiction served by RTS (“visitors”) are entitled to
receive 21 days of paratransit services within a 365-day period before obtaining an eligibility certification
from RTS Access. The 21 days may be continuous, or parceled out over several shorter visits. Visitors are
considered eligible for RTS paratransit services if they:
1. Present documentation of ADA paratransit eligibility from their home jurisdiction’s paratransit system; or
2. Present proof of visitor status (i.e., proof of residence somewhere else). If the person’s disability is not
apparent (e.g., cognitive disability or cardiac condition) RTS Access is permitted to request documentation
of disability, such as a letter from a medical professional or eligibility for other services based on a
determination of disability. Once this basic documentation is provided, RTS Access will make service
available based on the person’s statement that his or she is unable to use the fixed route bus system.
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If you are unable to travel on an RTS fixed route bus service due to a
disability, you may be eligible to use RTS Access, a paratransit bus
service, within certain areas of Monroe County, NY. This allows you to
schedule the specific bus rides you need instead of following a fixed
route bus schedule and also allows you share a bus ride with other
people who are traveling to a similar location and time.
How do I know if I am eligible and how do I apply?
Step 1: Please read the entire page one (1) to ensure you are eligible to
apply for paratransit bus services with RTS Access and read the
instructions on how to complete the application process.
Step 2: Please read page two (2) completely and ensure that you
complete each step outlined in the checklist. RTS Access will only
accept applications that are completed in full.
Once we receive the fully completed application, we will notify you
within 21 business days. We thank you for your patience and hope you
enjoy the ride.
Questions about completing the application?
Please fill out an online form at myRTS.com/contact-us or call us
Monday through Friday from 8 am to 5 pm at 585-224-8330, Option # 2.

Preliminary Paratransit Plan Draft for Public Comment, 11-02-17
Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification
What is Paratransit?
RTS Access provides public transportation for people with disabilities who are unable to use the fixed route RTS
buses in Monroe County. If you are eligible, you will:
 Reserve the trips you need instead of following a fixed bus schedule; and
 Share the bus ride with other people who reserved the same trip.
How Is Eligibility Determined?
We do NOT base the decision automatically on symptoms, type of disability, use of a mobility aid, age, income,
ability to drive, or access to private automobile transportation. We consider:
 Your functional ability; and
 Whether you are unable to travel on RTS fixed route service all or some of the time due to your disability; and
 Your effort and risk during such travel.
When Can I Use RTS Access?
We need to determine your eligibility BEFORE you can use RTS Access. You cannot use RTS Access during the
application process.
We will try our best to make a decision within 21 days of receiving your ENTIRE COMPLETED APPLICATION. If we
need more than 21 days, we will notify you and give you temporary permission to use RTS Access service.
What Else Do I Need to Know?
We must receive the ENTIRE COMPLETED APPLICATION before we will process it.
Use the Part 1 Checklist to ensure that your application is completed properly.
DO NOT ALLOW A DOCTOR’S OFFICE TO FAX SECTIONS TO US. WE NO LONGER ACCEPT FAXED APPLICATIONS.
The application process:
 Is necessary to assess your eligibility;
 Does not guarantee that you will be certified eligible; and
 Often includes an interview and/or functional assessment.
After we complete the process, we will send a letter confirming or denying your application for certification.
If you feel the decision is incorrect, you can file an appeal within 60 days.
IMPORTANT NOTE ON PART 5
 This part must be filled out by a licensed health care provider whom you authorize to release your personal
health information.
 Your information will be kept confidential and will not be shared with anyone outside the RTS Access eligibility
process and will not be released to any other party without your written permission to the maximum extent
permissible under law.
 If you or another unqualified person fills out the information, it is FRAUD and invalidates your application.
 If you skip any part, we will be unable to determine your eligibility.
 Do not allow a medical office to send copies or documents separately to RTS.
How Do I Submit My Application?
Send the entire, complete application to RTS Paratransit Eligibility through one of the following methods.
U.S. Postal Service
Electronic Mail
In Person
Front Lobby
1372 East Main Street
access@myrts.com
1372 East Main Street
Rochester, NY 14609
Rochester, NY 14609
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Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification
Part 1: CHECKLIST

After completing each step, check the box and write your initials.
1. Confirm If I Live In the Service Area

I dialed 585-224-8330, Option #3 to learn whether my address is inside or
outside the RTS Service Area. I understand that if I am eligible for paratransit
service but live outside the service area, I will need another way to reach the pickup points inside the service area, my trips must be within the service area, and I
will need another way to travel from an RTS Access drop-off point to my final
destination.

Initials
Inside service area
Outside service area

2. Provide My Personal Information and Complete the Self-Assessment, pages 3 - 6

 I provided my current contact information.
 I answered all the questions about my ability or inability to use the regular
RTS buses (“fixed route buses”).

Initials

3. Authorize the Release of My Personal Health Information, page 7

I provided the contact information for my licensed health care provider(s) and
signed the authorization.

Initials

4. Ask My Authorized Licensed Health Care Provider to Complete the Assessment and
Provide Materials. Pages 8 - 9

 My authorized licensed health care provider(s) completed the assessment and
returned all pages to me.
 My authorized licensed health care provider(s) gave me at least one of the
required supporting materials, which I attached to my application.

Initials

5. Recent Photo of Myself

Sending a photo may expedite the creation of a photo ID if you are certified
eligible. If you email the photo, put your full name in the subject line.

Initials

I attached my photo to the application with a paperclip.
I emailed my photo to access@myrts.com (full name in the subject line).
I prefer to come to the RTS location to have my photo taken.
6. Review the Application, pages 3 - 9

 I made sure all questions have answers and all portions needing a signature
are signed by the correct person.
 I attached the materials from my authorized licensed health care provider.

Initials

7. Make a Copy for My Records of pages 1 - 9

I copied my completed application for my personal reference.

Initials

I understand this application is part of the process to determine eligibility for ADA paratransit service and that
giving false information may result in penalties. I affirm that the information in this application is true to the best
of my knowledge. I understand that RTS will process my application in the date order received and that my
application must be complete or it will be returned to me.
Name of Applicant or Personal Representative

Date

Phone Number of Applicant or
Personal Representative

The following Representative signed on my behalf:
Parent (if applicant is a minor)
Power of Attorney

Signature of Applicant or Personal Representative

Address of Applicant or Personal Representative

Legal Guardian

As the Applicant, I signed on my own behalf
Page 2 of 9
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Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification
Part 2: IDENTIFICATION

Date:
Is this a recertification?

Yes

No

If “YES” write the Expiration Date and Access ID #
Expiration Date

Access ID#

Name:
Phone Numbers:
Home Phone

My preferred phone number is:

Home

Mobile Phone

Mobile

No Preference

Email:
Date of Birth:
Address:
Apt/Unit:
City, State, Zip:
City

State

Zip Code

Provide information for the person we should contact in an emergency.
Emergency Contact Name:
Relationship to Applicant:
Phone Number(s):

1. In what format would you like to receive information from RTS Access?
Large Font
Audio Tape
Email
Braille
Other answer:

2. Where should we send future information?

To me, the Applicant

To the Designee listed below

Name of Information Designee:
Address of Information Designee:
Email of Information Designee:
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Part 3: SELF-ASSESSMENT

Using fixed route service (regular RTS buses) does not automatically exclude you from paratransit eligibility.
1. I have the following diagnosed disability/disabilities:
Do NOT list symptoms or mobility devices. List the name of your diagnosed disability/disabilities.

2. I am unable to use regular RTS buses all or some of the time without the assistance of another individual
because:

3. My condition:
(mark all that apply)
Is Constant

Changes Daily

Changes at Different Times of Day

Is in Remission

Not Applicable
4. I am ABLE to do this activity all or some of the time:
(mark all that apply)
Get to the RTS bus stop

Sign my name

Wait alone at the RTS bus stop or curb

Use a phone to call for assistance

Board the RTS bus

Give addresses upon request

Travel alone from a drop-off point to my destination

Give phone numbers upon request

Transfer from one RTS bus to another

Travel alone as a passenger

Ride the RTS bus

Count money to pay for a purchase

Exit the RTS bus

Insert bills, coins, or cards into a machine

Navigate the RTS bus system

Recognize a destination or landmark

Navigate the RTS Transit Center

Ask for and follow oral instructions

Find my way (visually / cognitively)

Ask for and follow written instructions
None of the choices apply to me
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Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification
5. I use the following mobility aids all or some of the time:
(mark all that apply)
Cane

Manual Wheelchair

Crutches

Motorized Wheelchair or Scooter

Walker

Not Applicable

Prosthesis

Other answer:

6. I am ABLE to navigate this situation all or some of the time:
(mark all that apply)
Unpaved paths

Snow on sidewalks or streets

Places without curb cuts

Busy streets and intersections

Steep sidewalks or streets

None of the choices apply to me

RTS bus stops
7. I use these modes of transport regularly: (mark all that apply)
I do not use other modes of transport regularly
Personal vehicle (car)
Ambulance

Walking (with or without a mobility aid)

Friend/relative gives me a ride

Wheelchair or scooter

Agency-sponsored ride from:

Other answer:

a) If you marked “Wheelchair or scooter,” provide the details below. Otherwise, mark “Not

Applicable.”

Not Applicable
My Weight in Pounds

My Wheelchair/Scooter’s Weight in Pounds

Not Applicable
Make and Model

Weight Limit

Not Applicable
Battery Life (Minutes)
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Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification
8. I can travel these distances on my own in MILD weather:
(mark all that apply)
Walking WITHOUT
mobility device

Walking with a
mobility device

Using a Manual
Wheelchair

Not at All

To/from the bus stop
nearest to my
residence
To the curb only
1 block
3 blocks (1/4 mile)
6 blocks (1/2 mile)
9 blocks (3/4 mile)
9. The following weather conditions will affect my answers to question #8:
(mark all that apply)
Not applicable

Ice

Snow accumulation of 2 inches+

Temperature above 80F

Rainfall of ½ inch+ per hour

Temperature below 30F

Sustained wind speeds of 25 miles+ per hour

Other answer:

10. I can reasonably travel this distance under optimal conditions in an accessible area on my own:
Distance in Feet, Blocks, or Miles

11. My ability to cross streets is as follows:
(mark all that apply)
Yes with
Help

Yes on
My Own

Sometimes
on My Own

No

Other Answer

I can cross a 2-lane street
I can cross a 4-lane
highway with traffic lights
12. I use the following some or all of the time:
Personal Care Attendant designated to assist me with one or more life activities regularly
Service Animal trained to assist me
Not applicable
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Application for Paratransit Eligibility Certification
Part 4: AUTHORIZATION TO DISCLOSE PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION
Print Applicant’s Name And Date of Birth Here

I authorize the provider(s) named here, his/her officers, employees, agents, contractors, members,
directors, shareholders or affiliates entrusted with handling medical records, to disclose to RTS Access all
of the protected health information relating to me that is reasonably necessary for the provider to fully and
accurately complete Part 5 of this application.
-1- Name of Provider:
Office or Facility Address:
Office Phone :
-2- Name of Provider:
Office or Facility Address:
Office Phone :
-3- Name of Provider:
Office or Facility Address:
Office Phone :
This authorization shall remain in effect until my eligibility for RTS paratransit service is finally determined
or 60 days from the date of the authorization, whichever occurs first. I acknowledge that I have the right to
revoke this authorization at any time by sending written notification to the persons named above. I
understand that the revocation of this authorization is not effective to the extent that the name provider
has relied upon it for the use or disclosure of the Protected Health Information prior to receiving my
written revocation notice.
I understand that any Protected Health Information disclosed pursuant to this Authorization to an
individual or entity that is not covered by state and federal privacy laws and regulations may be subject to
re-disclosure by the recipient and may no longer be protected by federal or state law.
I acknowledge that the named persons will not condition my treatment, payment, enrollment in a health
plan or eligibility for benefits (if applicable) on whether I sign this Authorization.

Printed Name

Signature

The following Representative signed on my behalf:
Parent (if applicant is a minor)
Power of Attorney

Date

Legal Guardian

As the Applicant, I signed on my own behalf
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Part 5: HEALTH CARE PROVIDER ASSESSMENT AND VERIFICATION
ATTENTION APPLICANTS: A LICENSED \CERTIFIED PROFESSIONAL OR DISABILITY SERVICE PROVIDER WHO IS QUALIFIED TO RENDER
THE SPECIFIC DIAGNOSES AND ASSESSMENTS MUST COMPLETE THIS PART. YOU, OR YOUR REPRESENTATIVE, ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR
GETTING THE APPLICATION TO THE PROVIDER/PROFESSIONAL AND COLLECTING THE COMPLETED APPLICATION AND SUPPORTING
MATERIAL.

Attention Medical Professionals and Disability Service Providers:
The Applicant must be your current patient or client. The Applicant must provide authorization for you to
release his/her Protected Health Information (Part 4).
Your patient/client is applying for eligibility certification to use the tax-supported paratransit service
through RTS Access. Paratransit eligibility is based on whether a person, due to his/her disability, is unable
to use the regular ADA compliant and accessible RTS bus system (fixed route) which provides public
transportation to residents in the Monroe County service area.
Failure to provide the information in this Part will prevent or delay processing of the patient/client’s
application for eligibility certification.
The following are not qualifying factors for paratransit service: age, income, convenience of the service,
fear of falling, fear of crowds, fear of crime, fear of darkness, inability to drive, or inability to carry
packages.
Do not detach any part of the application. Return the entire application and materials to the
patient/client or representative (parent, legal guardian, power of attorney).
Do not fax copies or materials to RTS. Faxes are no longer accepted for eligibility applications.
All Protected Health Information will be kept confidential. Call 585-654-0608 if you have questions.
1. I am a New York State licensed:
(check all that apply)
Medical Doctor (MD or DO)

Nurse Practitioner (ARNP)

Psychologist (Ph. D.)

Physician’s Assistant

Psychiatrist (MD or DO)

Optometrist or Ophthalmologist

Licensed Mental Health Professional

Physical or Occupational Therapist

MDS Nurse (Skilled Nursing Facilities Only)

Certified Orientation & Mobility Specialist

2. Licensed Professional Identification (please print clearly):
Name:
License #:
New York State Certification Number or License Number

Contact:
Phone Number

Business Address

Email

3. Patient/Client Identification (please print clearly)
Name:
Date of Birth:
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4. List the condition that would prevent the Patient/Client from independently getting to or from or riding
on an accessible RTS bus equipped with a ramp and kneeler. One diagnosis is required, but additional
fields are available.
#1Diagnosis/Condition (not
symptoms)

#2Diagnosis/Condition (not
symptoms)

#3Diagnosis/Condition (not
symptoms)

Degree
(mark all that apply)

Status
(mark all that apply)

Mild

Episodic

Active

Moderate

Permanent

In Remission

Severe

Temporary

Controlled w/ Medication

Degree (mark all that apply)

Status
(mark all that apply)

Mild

Episodic

Active

Moderate

Permanent

In Remission

Severe

Temporary

Controlled w/ Medication

Degree
(mark all that apply)

Status
(mark all that apply)

Mild

Episodic

Active

Moderate

Permanent

In Remission

Severe

Temporary

Controlled w/ Medication

5. I have read Part 3 and agree with the Patient/Client’s self-assessment.
Yes
No
Somewhat
If NO or SOMEWHAT, explain below:

6. I am providing the Patient/Client with this material to submit with his/her Application as required by
RTS Access (provide at least ONE of the following items; mark each that you provided).
Physical Mobility

Cognitive, Mental Health, or Neurological
Current Clinical Assessment

Sensory Measure

Current Patient Care plan

Current GAF score

Visual acuity

Current Therapy plan (PT or OT)

Current Adaptive Functioning score

Hearing acuity

Current IQ score

7. My signature attests to the following:
 I am certified or licensed in New York State as a disability service provider or medical professional.
 The patient/client is currently under my care and I am authorized to release his/her Protected Health
Information to degree relevant for this eligibility application.
 I understand that the information I provide is necessary to corroborate a patient/client’s application for
eligibility for paratransit service under the "Americans With Disabilities Act of 1990 "(ADA) and its
regulations, Section 37.123(e), within the designated paratransit service areas of RTS.
 My statements are true and based on legitimate records, diagnosis, and assessment.
Printed Name
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1.0. Overview
The Rochester Genesee Regional Transportation Authority (RGRTA) provides complementary paratransit
services in Monroe County through Regional Transit Service (RTS) Access. This Procedure explains the
process for appealing a denial of paratransit service eligibility, appealing the type of eligibility, appealing a
paratransit service suspension determination based on Repeated No-Show Violations, and appealing a
paratransit service suspension based on prohibited conduct. This Procedure is in accordance with the
provisions of 49 CFR Part 37 Subchapter F.
Applicants who are denied paratransit eligibility or who dispute the eligibility determination (eligibility type)
shall have the right to appeal a denial of eligibility. Certified eligible paratransit customers suspended from
service for incurring Repeated No-Show Violations shall have the right to appeal the service suspension
determination. Certified eligible paratransit customers suspended from service due to Prohibited Conduct
under the Rules of Conduct shall have the right to appeal the service suspension determination.
Authority and RGRTA each mean the Rochester-Genesee Regional Transportation Authority and shall include
RTS Access. Paratransit means transportation services provided to persons with disabilities pursuant to the
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and the provisions of 49 CFR Part 37 Subchapter F.

2.0. Appealing an Eligibility Certification Denial or Type
Upon issuing notification of a denial of an application for paratransit eligibility, or notification of a specific
type of eligibility certification, RTS Access shall explain the reasons for the determination and provide
notification of the individual’s right to appeal. RTS Access shall also provide the individual with a form that
the individual shall use to request an appeal.
Individuals shall have 60 days from the date of the notice of denied eligibility/notice of eligibility type to file
an appeal. In order to be timely, an appeal must be within 60 calendar days of the date of the notice of
eligibility denial/notice of eligibility type.
The appellant has the right to be heard in-person for the appeal. An appellant may include the basis or
reasons for the appeal along with the appeal request at his/her discretion. The appellant may choose to
submit written information in advance of a scheduled appeal hearing.
The appellant may elect to submit written basis for the appeal rather than attend the scheduled appeal
hearing in person. During the scheduled hearing, the written information will be reviewed.

3.0. Appealing Service Suspensions Issued for Repeated No-Show Violations
Upon issuing an order for suspension of paratransit service, RTS Access shall explain the reasons for the
determination, set forth the proposed sanction (number of days suspended) and provide notification of the
individual’s right to appeal. RTS Access shall also provide the individual with a form that the individual shall
use to request an appeal.
Individuals shall have 14 days from the date of an order of service suspension in which to file an appeal. If the
individual files an appeal before the suspension start date, RTS Access postpones the suspension during the
appeal process. In order to be timely, an appeal must be within 14 days of the date of the received service
suspension order being appealed.
Pursuant to the provisions of 49 CFR Part 37 Subchapter § 37.125(h) the filing of a timely appeal of an order
of service suspension shall stay the sanction imposed until the hearing process is complete.
The appellant has the right to be heard in-person for the appeal. An appellant may include the basis or
reasons for the appeal along with the appeal request at his/her discretion. An appellant may appeal the basis
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for a proposed suspension even if he/she elects not to dispute any individual No-Show. The appellant may
choose to submit written information in advance of a scheduled appeal hearing.
The appellant may elect to submit written basis for the appeal rather than attend the scheduled appeal
hearing in person. During the scheduled hearing, the written information will be reviewed.

4.0. Service Suspensions Issued for Prohibited Conduct
RTS Access shall enforce, exclude from service, and provide notice of exclusion (suspension) in accordance
with the procedures identified in “Article IV. Enforcement” of the RGRTA’s Rules of Conduct for Transit
Vehicles, Facilities, and Properties (“Rules”).
The appeals process shall be provided to any person excluded (suspended from service) for a period of 31
days or more. The Appeal Procedure is provided in the Rules and shall apply.

5.0. Scheduling an In-Person Appeal Hearing
The RTS Access Paratransit Appeals Committee (hereafter referred to as “the Committee”) shall meet at least
once per month. Appeals received by RTS Access shall be scheduled to be heard at the next scheduled meeting
of the Committee, except that RTS Access shall provide individuals filing the appeal with at least 10 days
written notice of the date of the scheduled appeal hearing. Consequently, any appeals received within the 10day period prior to a scheduled Committee meeting shall be scheduled for the following month’s regularly
scheduled meeting to permit at least 10 days written notice of the scheduled appeal date.
RTS Access shall provide the individual filing the appeal with a written notice of the scheduled appeal
hearing. Said notice shall include the date, time, and location of the scheduled hearing. Said notice shall also
include notice that the individual may elect to bring a representative of his/her choosing to assist in the
appeal. Said notice shall also include notification that the individual has the right to present any new
evidence, orally or in written form, that he/she believes supports his/her eligibility for paratransit services,
or which supports his/her right to continued paratransit services.
If the appellant is unavailable on the originally schedule hearing date, RTS Access will reschedule the hearing
for the following month.

6.0. Hearings for Appeals of Eligibility or Service Suspensions Due to Repeated No-Show Violations
Each Committee shall convene with three hearing officers. RTS Access shall develop a pool of hearing officers.
RTS Access may recruit hearing officers from any source that RGRTA deems appropriate so long as the
individuals selected are not involved in the RTS Access initial determination processes for eligibility or for
service suspension.
RTS Access shall select three members from the hearing officer pool to preside over each Committee hearing
no later than 10 days prior to the scheduled hearing. Ten days prior to the scheduled hearing, RTS Access
shall provide each hearing officer with the docket of appeals to be heard.
RTS Access shall require that each hearing officer inform RTS Access of any personal, financial, and/or
professional relationships the hearing officer has with any appellant before the Committee.
If a hearing officer declares a personal, financial, or professional relationship with an appellant, RTS Access
shall remove the hearing officer from the panel hearing the individual’s appeal, and shall replace the hearing
officer with another hearing officer who does not have any personal, financial, or professional relationship
with the appellant.
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Hearings shall be conducted in a manner that provides the appellant with a fair opportunity to present
his/her reasons for believing that he/she qualifies for paratransit services or his/her reasons for believing
that the ordered service suspension is improper. The appellant must be given the opportunity to respond
directly to each reason cited by RTS Access to justify the denial of eligibility or order of service suspension.
The regular order of the hearing will be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Opening of hearing;
Introduction of parties;
Presentation of RTS Access denial/suspension rationale;
Presentation of the appellant’s rationale as to why he/she should have been found eligible for RTS Access
paratransit service or why RTS Access should not suspend him/her;
5. Questions from the hearing officers;
6. Closing of the hearing, including an explanation of the decision issuance process.
Although the hearing must be conducted in a manner that presents the appellant with a fair opportunity to
present his/her case, hearings are intended to be informal proceedings. As such, no formal rules of evidence
or formal administrative law or judicial procedures apply. As such, the regular order of the hearing outlined
herein shall not preclude the Committee from deviating from it in cases where doing so is in the best interests
of fairness, or necessary to obtain the information to render an informed decision.
RTS Access may elect to provide the Committee members with information regarding the scheduled appeals
in advance of the hearing. If RTS Access elects to provide such information, the same information shall also be
provided to the appellant.
6.1. Deliberations
After the hearing closes, the Committee shall deliberate until it reaches a decision regarding the appeal. The
Committee shall exclude both the appellant and the RTS Access staff presenting RTS Access’s eligibility
determination from the deliberative process.
The Committee may elect to have an RTS Access staff person present to provide administrative support. Any
RTS Access staff present 1) shall not have any relationship with the processes for determining eligibility or
service suspension; and 2) shall not be a supervisor or subordinate of the person making the
eligibility/suspension determination.
A decision shall be reached by majority vote of the three-person panel. In reaching a decision, the Committee
shall consider the RTS Access paratransit eligibility guidelines, applicable RTS Access rules and procedures,
and all evidence presented by RTS Access and by the appellant. Each Committee member shall indicate
his/her decision (i.e. vote) and rationale for it on a form provided by RTS Access. The Committee’s decision
shall be final.
RTS Access shall issue a written decision to the appellant within 30 days of the hearing date. The decision
letter shall be prepared by an individual who is neither 1) involved in the initial eligibility/suspension
determination; nor 2) a supervisor or subordinate of the person making the eligibility determination. The
decision letter shall accurately reflect the decision of the Committee. If the decision upholds RTS Access’s
initial determination of eligibility denial or service suspension, the written decision shall explain in detail the
Committee’s rationale for the decision.
If a written decision pertaining to an appeal of a denial of paratransit eligibility is not issued within 30 days
of the hearing, pursuant to the provisions of 49 CFR Part 37 Subchapter F §37.125(g)(3) RTS shall deem the
individual eligible for paratransit services until a written decision is issued.
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6.2. Record of Proceedings
RTS Access shall maintain a complete and accurate record of each appeal hearing. The official record of each
appeal hearing shall include:
1. A copy of the initial eligibility/suspension determination;
2. A copy of all notices issued related to the appeal;
3. A copy of all evidence presented by RTS Access in support of the initial eligibility/suspension
determination;
4. A copy of all evidence presented by the appealing individual in support of his/her position;
5. A copy of each Committee member’s appeal decision form;
6. A copy of the appeal decision letter; and
7. A written or electronically recorded transcript of the appeal hearing.
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAL PARATRANSIT ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION
Name: _______________________________________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________________________
Telephone: (____) ____________________________________
I am appealing:
_____ Denial of Paratransit Eligibility (Appeals must be postmarked within 60 days of the
decision date).
_____ Paratransit Eligibility Determination (Appeals must be postmarked within 60 days of
the decision date).
The decision I am appealing is dated: ____________________.
I understand that upon receipt of this Notice of Intent to Appeal, RTS Access will schedule my
appeal to be heard by the RTS Paratransit Appeals Committee.
RTS Access will provide me with at least 10 days written notice of when and where the appeal will
be heard. I further understand that I have the right to present evidence to the committee, both in
writing and orally, regarding why I believe the RTS Access decision that I am appealing is wrong.
I understand that I may bring a representative of my choice to the hearing to assist in the
presentation of my appeal. I further understand that the RTS Paratransit Appeals Committee will
render a decision within 30 days of the appeal hearing, and that all decisions of the Paratransit
Appeals Committee are final.
____ I have a disability that requires a Reasonable Accommodation pursuant to the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 in order to participate in the appeal hearing.
I request the following Reasonable Accommodation:

I request the above accommodation due to the following disabilities:
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NOTICE OF INTENT TO APPEAL PARATRANSIT ELIGIBILITY DETERMINATION
I believe that the RTS Access decision that I am appealing is wrong because (please attach
additional sheets if needed):

Please mail this completed appeal form to:
RTS Paratransit Services
Appeals Coordinator
1372 East Main Street
Rochester, NY 14609
__________________________________________
Signature
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___________________________
Date
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Customer Requests for Service
Access office
receive a
request for new
service

Search
name on
CRM for
existing
customer.

Customer
in system?

NO

YES

Create customer, enter details,
and select record type:
1-new customer
2-new case
3-case type inquiry
4-close.
Verify information,
click on new case.
1-new case
2-case type inquiry
3-close.

Send
application

End

Receive New and Recertification Applications
Receive
application.
Open envelop
and date and
time stamp
paperwork.

Search for
customer in CRM.
Enter new or
updated customer
information.

Review
application for
completeness
and medical
support
information

Application
info
Complete?

NO

- fill in info
about what is
missing
- generate
letter

Send letter
and original
app to
customer

End

YES
Enter the
completed
date in CRM.

Is app for
recertification
?

NO

YES
Run Ridership Report
Look at service usage.
Assess type of service
required.

Approved?

NO

Functional
assessment
required?

YES

YES

Application
Approved

Functional
Assessme
nt

NO

In CRM, enter
date and
reason for
denial.

Prepare the denial
letter with appeal
rights and form
information and mail
to customer.

Close case

END

S. Eggert, RTS Analytics, 9/2017
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Functional Assessment and Notification to Customer
Schedule
Functional
Assessment
Set up a day and
time for
assessment.

Functional
Assessment

Provide
applicant
with date
and time.

Customer
arrives.
Interview and
observe
customer for
overall
assessment

Take picture
of customer
and load to
computer.

Customer
certified?

NO

Enter assessment
data in CRM,
enter reason for
denial and open
the denial letter
template.

Prepare the denial
letter with appeal
rights information
and mail to
customer.

YES
Enter
assessment data
and date of
approval into
CRM and
generate the
approval letter.

Applicatio
n
Approved

S. Eggert, RTS Analytics, 9/2017

Close case
Print the
approval
letter and the
user id with
picture.
(batch
printed).

Log in to Trapeze
and update with
new customer data
and enter the new
expiration date.

Place id,
instructions, and
policy information
materials in
envelop and mail to
customer.

END
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Query CRM for Recertifications Required and Notification to Customers

st

Run report the 1 of
every month

For each
report

Mail merge
function

Print
labels

Print blank
applications
with
instructions.
(batch printed)

Stuff envelopes
with letter &
application (for 90
day only) and
attach label

Deliver to
mail room
for postage
and
mailing.

END

Reports
Recert due in:
90 days – with app
60 days – no app

Lost ID Card Replacement
Receive
notification from
customer of a lost
card.

Look up customer
in Trapeze to verify
customer is a valid
Access user.

Valid user?

NO

YES

Picture on
file and fee
received?

YES

Place phone call
to customer and
send an
application if
requested.

Create and
print id card.

NO
Call customer to
notify them of
picture and/or fee
required.

S. Eggert, RTS Analytics, 9/2017

Receive
customer
picture and/
or ID card
replacement
fee.

END

Mail id card with
instructions to
customer.
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Eligibility Appeal Process
Denial or
Suspension
---------------Receive
appeal form
in the mail

Assign to a prescheduled
meeting and
notify
customer.

Pull original
application and
create package
for appeals
committee with
RTS justification
for denial.

Send packet to
CEO Exec
Assistant.
Schedule a
hearing with
the committee.

CEO Exec Assistant
briefs the RTS staff
person responsible
for presenting the
the denial
information.

RTS staff
representative
present
information to
the appeals
committee.

RTS
Access
resources
on call.

Application
Approved

Appeals Meeting Agenda
Member introductions.
RTS justification
presentation.
Customer response and
documentation.
Committee questions.
Committee deliberations
without RTS or customer
presence.
Each committee member
completes form with
personal decision rationale.
Committee makes decision
on eligibility.
Decision rationale is
forwarded to the RTS ADA
Coordinator.
Meeting is recorded
All notes taken by
committee members
are collected
Committee member
forms are collected
Any other evidence
presented by RTS or the
customer is collected.
All materials scanned
and retained.

S. Eggert, RTS Analytics, 9/2017

NO

RTS denial
upheld?

YES

RTS writes a
letter (CRM
template) with
the final
decision to the
customer.

END
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EXHIBITS

Exhibit #11: Summary of Public Comments
Following the comment period, the report of all public comments received during
the RTS Access Paratransit Plan public hearing(s) and all proposed changes
resulting from public comment shall be included in the plan in this exhibit.
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EXHIBITS

Exhibit #12: Certifications and Assurances
Certifications_Paratransit
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EXHIBITS

Exhibit #13: MPO Certification
MPO CERTIFICATION OF PARATRANSIT PLAN

The Genesee Transportation Council hereby certifies that it has reviewed the ADA paratransit plan
prepared by the Rochester Genesee Transportation Authority for RTS Access as required under 49 CFR
part 37. 139(h) and finds it to be in conformance with the transportation plan developed under 49 CFR
part 613 and 23 CFR part 450 (the FTA/FHWA joint planning regulation). This certification is valid for
one year.

Signature

Name of Authorized Official

Title

Date
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EXHIBITS

Exhibit #14: Ratified Board Resolution
Following proposal and presentation to the Board of Commissioners, the ratified
resolution approved the RTS Access Paratransit Plan shall be included in the
plan in this exhibit.
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